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1) Learning Obiectives and Goals of the Practicum

,{s a social work candidate of the Masters Programme at the University of
Manitob4 my objective in this Practicum is to conceptualise, create and facilitate a group

process for women who had been identified by Child Protecdon authorities as at risk of
having their children removed due to their alcohol and other drug (AOD) problems.

Ecological systems and addictions theories will be combined with a feminist analysis to

inform and guide my work. Group theory as it relates to mutual aid, support and treatrnent

groups will be utilized in the process and evaluation of the Practicum.

Specific objectives were:

- to review the current Iiterature relating to women and addictions;

- to identi$r gender specific needs and issues in substance abuse treament;

- to learn how to motivate and support women in a change effort;

- to learn how to identifl' and remove barriers to women seeking AOD treatment in

the community of Pnnce George, Bntish Columbia;

- to garn skill working collaboratjvely with women and the Child ïTelfare system with

an aim of improving the relatronship between them;

- to gain expenence in evaluatìng the outcome of change efforts.

The benefit of the group process for the Child Protection workers v/as to provide

assistance in assessing and implementing treatrnent obiectives for the women on their case

loads who were reportedly struggling with AOD issues. It was assumed that the benefrts for

the parncipants of the group would be the process of self-identì$'ing their sruggles with

AOD and determining their individual treatrnent or resource needs to resolve the issues that

brought them to the attention of the Child Welfare authoritres. These goals were to be

achieved through a supportive psycho-educational group process, in combination with the

benefits that can be realised through mutual aid support groups.



2) A Definition of Terms and an Integration of Theories

For the purposes of this study, the terms: addiction, chemical dependency

alcoholism and substance abuse are considered to be interchangeable. To facilitate

understanding and to avoid unnecessary debate, like Krestan and Bepko, (1989), I will use

the term 'disease' when discussing addictions. While I respect the efForts of those who

strive to ensure that clients are not l¿belled, I agree that "the Chronic Disease Model has

yelded the most consistent treaünent outcomes for the most clients" (Zuskin & DePanfilis,

1995, p.9).

My dilemma in adopting the term disease when speaking of addictions is that I do

not want to pathologize women's experìences in coping with addictions, yet I have a strong

belief in the efficacy of treatrnent methods based on the disease model. According to

Bepko and Krestan (1985) the concept of addiction as a disease is based primarily on

Jellinek's theory of alcoholism, in which he contended that chronic alcoholism is a

progressive and potentizlly fztil disorder with a predictable prognosis if the alcoholic was

left untreated. In this context, much like a diabetic, the addict/alcoholic is not responsible

for hauingthe disease, but zi responsible for the treaünent of the illness.

Dunng the development of this project, I came to realise that it v/as not the disea¡e

nodel that I was endeavouring to integrate with feminism and ecological systems theory;

rather it was the disease czilceþt of addictions that would serve as a startrng place for the

üeaünent focus oF the participants. The disease conceþt of substance abuse is substantially

different than the traditional medical nodel of social work practice, in which individuals are

treated for specifically labelled illnesses that have been diagnosed by an 'expert' with little

regard for personal, environmental or societal influences @arker, 1987). The position that

an addicuon is a disease and that certain people may be predisposed towards it, does not

negate the role of environment or t-he context in which substance abuse occurs. Rather it

demonstrates that diverse causes may result in substance misuse in an individual. These may

include environment (,tOD use in the family unit during childhood, poverty, lack of access

to education, etc.), genetics (apparent biologicaì famrlial predisposition), trauma (childhood

abuse, battering, loss, etc.) and/or learned behaviour (using AOD ingest-ion as a coping

mechanism).

In this Practicum I will endeavor to utilize relevant and applicable resources from

the discipline of social work, addiction's knowledge, feminist theory and ecological



systems theories. These theories are compatible in that they all consider context. A

fundamental principle of feminist theory is the 'personal is the political'. Social work

emphasizes person-in-environment. Ecological theory is defined by its focus on the

environmental contexts in which people function and the transacdons that occur

between people and their environments. Ecologically informed intervendons a¡e aimed

at maladaptive processes and distorted communicadons within the transacdons, rather

than at individuals (Gitterman & Germain, 1989). Just as the environmental context

shapes the person, *re person reciprocally shapes the environment. This theory melds

well with the social work goals' of strengthening coping patterns of people while

simultaneously improving the environment to achieve a goodness of fit.

A feminist perspective ensures that change efforæ are "grounded in recognition of

the vital role played by social inequalities, especially as related to pov¡er or lack of power,

and accompanying variations in self-esteem and r,'ulnerability to substance use and abuse"

(Abbotg p.258,1995). Due to these inequities of pov/er, feminist empou/erment techniques

are essendal. "Empowerment refers to the process by which individuals gain power, access

to resources, and control over their own lives" (R.obbins, Chatteriee & Cand4 1998, p.91).

Operatonally, empoweffnent means workrng with women collaboratively. It means

respecting and admiring women's strengths and providing the 'mirror' to reflect back the

powerthatis Ãready within them (Glen Maye, 1998). Finally, forwomen in this population

to be empowered, the system (the Child lüelfare authonty) that has been assþed ultimate

power must be prepared to share it.

As an adjunct to therapy, many helpers encourage referrals to Twelve Step, self-

help programs, such as Alcoholics Anonymous (AÂ) or ,tlAnon. @epko and Krestan,

1985; 1989; Chappel, 7992; Pasick and White, 1991; Schaef, 1992). These programs are

based on the disease concept of addicuons. Ecological theory concurs with such referrals

by suggesting that enhancing social networks which are close to the life processes oi
individuals is likely to be more worthwhile than formal support over a life span (Gitterman

& Germain, 1989).

Finally, my thinking and planningwas also influenced by Imber-Black who suggests

that "assessment of the family-larger system relationships can help to uncover patterns of

conflict or pseudo-mutuality between the family and helpers that may impede therapeutic

process" (p.58ó). When two systems in the macrosystem aÍe in conflict about the



treatrnent of a woman, as often happens with Child Welfare and addictions serr.ices, this

situation can create triangulation. She then becomes like the child of two warring parents.

tlltimatel¡ this can result in her inability to work with either system without risking the

alienation and displeasure of the other. The dysfunctional triangles in her family system

are replicated in the macrosystem. Blaming avoiding responsibility and gossiping are the

primaty focus, rather than directly addressingarry areas of conflict or cross-purposes. This

'in fighting'wastes ùready limited resources, to the detriment of all involved. The goa-l of

the integration of these theories is to provide a deep understanding of the factors that

contribute to women's misuse of substances that will help to target change efforts.

3) A Review of Selected Literature Pertaining to Women and Substance

Abuse

The need for gender-specific programs becomes clear when the statistics of AOD

use are studied. Women with AOD addictions comprise from one third to one half of the

population of AOD abusers according to Lester (as cited in Burman & Allen-Meares,

1991). AOD addicted males by contrasg even when corrected for prevalence, were found

to be four dmes as likely to enter treatrnent as ,A.OD abusing v/omen when only public

funded facilities were considered (Beckman & Amaro, 1984/85). In 1982, Beckman and

Kocel revealed many system-related barners, including alack of adequate daycare facilities

or ffeaûnent centers that allowed admission of women with children. Yet little has been

done in over more than a decade and a half to improve these conditions. M-y current

studies still cite this deficiency of childcare as one of the greatest inhibitors to women's

recovery @urman & Allen-Meares, 1991: Finkelstein, 7994; Nelson Zlupko, et al, 1995;

!üilke, 1994).

An examinauon of the research also provides a ratronale for gender specific

treatrnent resources for women. Women are more likely to begin to use substances heavily

after traumatic life events $ielson-Zlupko, Kauffman & Morrison Dore, 1995). Women

experience quicker physical impairment from alcohol than men do and they move more

quickly through the progressive stages of the disease, a process called 'telescoping' Q.-lelson-

Zlupko, etøJ,7995; Wilke, 1994). Men tend to have behavioral problems as a consequence
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of excessive drinking such as assaults, drunk driving criminal activities etc. Women tend to

experience more interpersonal problems from substance abuse, such as arguments with

farntly and friends, and civil acdons such as landlord-tenant disputes (l..Ielson-Zlupko, et al

&Wilke, 1994). Sutker (as cited in Nelson-Zlupko, et al) found that while men in treatrnent

were often involved in robbery and burglary to maintain their habits, v/omen in treatrnent

reported relying on shoplifting and prostitution. Women tend to turn their emouonal pain

inwards, often becoming depressed instead of angry. The tagedy of this inward focus is

that women suffering from untreated chemical addiction may sell their own body and risk

their opn home before violating someone else's.

Women with AOD issues experience more pronounced levels of guilg shame, anxiety

and depression about their addiction than do their male counterparts @urman &.Allen-

Meares, 1991). They encounter anger and blame from society; particularly for issues relating

to child abuse or neglect and for the potential darnage to the fetus from AOD use when a

women is pregnant (Finkelstein, 1994). Additionally, women zre àt hþher risk of developing

eating disorders than men, a consequence of lower self-esteem and poor body image issues.

S7omen are more likely to be on public assistance, living below the poverty line, yet they are

also most likely to be the primary caregivers of children (Finkelstein,7994; Wilke, 1994).

Childhood sexual abuse, intimate partner violence, reproductive dysfunction and

marital disruption are all factors related to alcoholism in women (l.Jelson-Zlupko, et al,

1995; Wilke, 1994). Histories of AOD abusing women often relate injurious and painful

relationships with men, whether partners or family members (Finkelstein, 1994). It would

be difficult to separate a woman's AOD use from her relationships in which her abuses of

AODs (and ultimately herselfl are embedded.

Historically and currently, women with addictions have been considered 'sicker' than

their male counterparts, and therefore more difficult to treat (Bepko & Krestan, 1985;

Nelson-Zlupko, et aI, 1995; Wilke, 1994). This gender discrimination is reinforced still

further by societal construcdons that portray the AOD addicted woman as sexually

promiscuous. "Drunkenness and drug use in women is not simply associated but is equated

with 'rampant sexuality'and promiscuity"(Finkelstein, 1996,p.33). This can result in women

AOD users being viewed more negatively than are their male counterparts because

commonly held beliefs prescribe stereotypical roles which demand asexual purity from

women in general and mothers in parucular (Finkelstein, 1996). For instancg 'Mother



Theresa' and the Virgrn Mary' are revered for their sexual purity and self-sacrificing natures.

This entrenched bias results in more and greater social condemnation and a correspondingly

higher level of social stigma. Such portrayals of AOD using women combine to create

system responses which are predominantly punitive in nature.

The treatrnent process itself can be a source of additional stigma. Treatrnent may

be seen not as a solution but as yet another problem to be avoided. Many women fear that

they will lose their children and be singled out by Child Welfare authorities if they seek

treatrnent for their addictions (Aiken & Gregoire, 1997). If they do seek treatrnenq gender

specific centers 
^re 

ta.re and it is probable that they will be greatly outnumbered by men in

the treatrnent setting. Research of treatrnent group dynamics cited by Wilke, (1994),

indicates that in coed groups, women will be interrupted and 'talked over' more often than

men. Men often subtly manipulate and silence v/omen without being aware of it and

generally men talk, andare listened to, for longer periods of time than women. Additionall¡

women are more likely to be tentative or non-asserdve in their participation in

conversadons, especially when they are with predominantly male groups. This is often

perceived as uncertaintli making the asserdon of self even more difficult when they are in

mixed company flVilke, 1994).

Since women's experience with the addictive process is inevitably embedded in

relational issues, then a model which considers relationships that marntain and exacerbate

addicuve behaviors becomes both necessary and appropnate to responsibly address the

addiction and its causes. Finkelstein (1994) discusses the 'self-in-relation' theory of
development that was advanced by a group of women under the leadership of Jean Baker

Miller at !üellesley College. According to this theory of development, connections are seen as

essential to psychological development and healing. AOD abusing women are seen as

suffering from multiple disconnections. As a woman's sense of well being is based on

connections with ot-Ìrers, AOD abuse may be a response to the anxiety and pain that results

from these disruptions in relationships (Bepko, 1991; Finkelstein, 1994; Wilke,1994). These

theonsts cite studies that indicate that women who abuse substances more often have a

family history of loss, deprivation, abuse and reiection than do AOD abusing men. These

negaüve experiences may include the loss of a parent through divorce or death, abuse as a

child and/or zsan adulg and alzck of role modeling due to parental inaccessibility caused

by substance abusing or affected parents (Bepko, 1991, p. 417).



As Bepko points ouq the double bind inherent in gender reladonships is that they

support both inequality and addictions (1989). For instance, the typical under-functioning of
males in family maintenance actìvity and emotional expression encourages the consequent

over-functioning of females. This indenturing of the female is reinforced by another

double-bind: the supposition that men are 'autonomous' yet 'entided' to be cared for, while

women as supposed 'dependents' are contrarily expected to be the caregivers. "Addiction

has been one response to the pain created by the incongruity in our social design" (Bepko,

1989, p. 411).

The review of this literature provided me with an understanding of the general

themes affecting women who misuse substances. It was clear that the relational context in

which women develop and maintain dependencies would need to examined and targeted for

change. The function of substance misuse in unbalancing family systems and allowing

restnctive gender roles to be discarded (albeit momentarily) suggests that empowering and

consciousness-raising techniques may help women feel entitled to take time for self in less

destrucdve ways. Furthermore, empowerment techniques may also help women with

addictions improve their relationships with the institutions in their lives, most notably in this

case, Child W'elfare. If women are to work with Child !üelfare authorities, then the enormous

power imbaiance between them needs to be addressed. The following secdon will explore

this imbalance and consider solutions to enhance the relationship between women who

stnrggle with addictions and the Child Welfare authonties.

4) A Review of Selected Literature on the Child Welfare Response to AOD

Abuse in Women

,{zzi-læssing and Olsen (1996) cite studies by the Child Welfare League of
America (1990) which indicate that substance abuse is an issue in as many as 80o/o of
substanûated cases of child abuse and neglect. Additionally, they found that parental

substance abuse is one of the three most commonly cited reasons for children entering

care. In Prince George, British Columbi4 the Ministry of Children and Families (MCF)

case frles are indexed using the mother's name, reflectrng the reality of who is identified as

the principle care giver. Consequently, it may be inferred that in most cases of children
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coming into care, it is arguably the mother who may have unresolved substance abuse

issues. If the children's fzther were the AOD abuser, the children would likely be deemed

szfe, as the primary caregiver (mom) is still avøiiable.

"Even if the fzther is present, the mother is still expected to be the
primary caregiver, and the onus for recovery will be on her. She will be
expected to choose a recovery program, to follow through and to
maintain sobriety. The worker m y have difhculty understanding how a
woman could fail in this attempt, given that her children's lives are 

^tstake... We assume that the mother can be cured if she chooses, and
that the joys of children, the rewards for a mot-her of having them with
her, should constitute sufficient motivation to overcome addiction"
(Swrft, 1991, p.257 -258).

Swift (1991) asserts that the common tlread that is recognized by aJI those who

study neglect is poverly. Callahan (1993) concurs with Swift and states that neglect issues in

Child Welfare are primarily attributable to a lack of resources in families. Finkelstein (1994)

explarns that the feminization of poverty is principally caused by the increase in female-

headed families and t-hat the many stresses of poverry increase the risk oi substance misuse

and depression. However, as Swift (1991) points out, it is not the mandate of Child l7elfare

to protect children, or their mothers, from poverty.

With substance misuse, concerns of neglect are exacerbated by the fact that the

addiction requires money, which further drains limited family resources. Thus, what

manifests, as neglect in a low income home would not be considered problematic if the

financial situation allowed ior appropriate caregrvers for the children during binges and

adequate resources to sustain the household. Azzi-Lessing and Olsen (1996) explain that due

to the involvement of Child Welfare, the standards for these impoverished moms are higher

than the standards set for the general population of substance misusers. Normally, addicted

people benefit from the clinical wisdom regarding the predictability of relapse that has

grown among agencies treating addictions. Yeg Child Welfare authorities often demand

complete abstinence from these women, and the consequences for non-compliance may be

severe.

Despite the demonstrated and identified need, these mothers remain hugely under-

served and under-resourced (Äzzi-Lessing & Olsen , 7996, Beckman and Amaro, 7984,

Finkelstein, 1997). Residential teatrnent is cited as an essential component of
comprehensive recovery plans, yet mothers with child care responsibilities are seldom

ll



referred by professionals (Azzi-Lessing & Olsen, 1996, Beckman & Ama¡o, 1984) who are

vware of the potentjal costs of treatrnent when children and their care aÍe involved. If
they are referred, women are in the minority once they enter treatrnent and often, they do

not complete the program. (Azzi-I*ssing & Olsen, 1996, Beckman and Amaro, 1984,

Finkelstein, 1997). Additionally, f there ts a rcfercal and f therc is a resource available, it is

unlikely that the v/oman wilì be supported by her spouse in her attempt to attend

treatrnent (Azzi-Lessing& Olsen,1996; Finkelstein, 1994; Finkelstein et il,1997).

Due to the dearth of AOD programming that exists for women, particularly in

remote communities such as Prince George, the Child Protection worker assumes a pivotal

role in the identificadon of substance abusing mothers. Often, it is only through the Child

Protection worker that assistance can be found to access recovery resources (i.e. childcare

during treatrnent, bus pass, respite for meetings, etc.). .Aikin a¡rd Gregoire (1997) identified

specific biases found in Child Protection workers and agencies that may inhibit women's

recovery process. For example, these researchers illustrate how the negauve societal

perception of addicted women results in increased stigma for women and a consequent

decrease in help-seeking behavior. If a woman is perceived to be choosing to harm her

children in this way, then the response may be more punitive than the response to

someone with a mental health disorder or a disease that affects positive social functioning.

Female addicts studied by Aikin and Gregoire, suggested that care givers and

workers:

o "Be open and honest in delineating mutual expectations...
o Use language that clients can understand...
o Demonstrate support and care through behaviors...
. Help clients get the resources they need, such as housing childcare and

transportation ...
o Listen to parents'stories, opinions andaspirations...
o Maintain a hopeful and non-judgmental atritude...
o Share power and provide clients with choices...
. Help clients set incremental goals...
o Find ways to understand the nature of addicuon and to know the parent as a

unique individual" (-Aikin and Gregoire, \997, p a01).

The themes that emerged cleady from the suggestions made by these women reflect the

basic tenets of good social work practice and illuminate the deficiencies present in current

pracüces in Child Welfare agencies.
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Carten (1996) cites work, by Edelrnan, (1987) and Hewlett (1991), that identifies

components of successful programming for htgh-risk AOD families that include:

"a focus on early identification and prevendon, locaüon in communities with
the highest need, easily accessible and comprehensive services, parent
involvement and empowermenq a focus on family strengths, staff
functioning in multiple roles using culturally competent intervendons and
non-intrusive and non-stigmatizing interventions" (Carten, 1996, p 221).

It seems apparent that both clients and theorists concur about what is needed and helpful.

Evan Imber-Black (1991) discusses the mirroring of internal family processes by

familyJarger system interaction. Just as the smaller system (the family) may adopt

dysfunctional solutions to problem solving so too the macrosystem (in this case MCF) is

not immune to dysfunction in its attempæ at resolution. A common example cited by

Imber-Black is the transacdon between the family's response to intrusions by the

macrosystem, which may include withdrawing and hiding. This behavior of being

unavailable and secredve (distancing) may result in the larger system pursuing the family.

When they do connect, the interaction is anything but posidve, setting in motion a cycle of

distance - pursuit - distance -pursuit in the micro-macrosystem interaction (in Gurman

and Kniskern, 799I, p.589). Experience working for MCF convinces me that with

substance-abusing moms, this response often degenerates into a frustrating game of hide

and seek.

There is habitually and invariably a reluctance to share client informadon between

Child Welfare agencies (CW) and substance abuse treatrnent agencies (AOD agencies).

Confrdentiality concerns can inhibit communication between addiction specialists (whose

focus is on the individual woman) and Child Welfare workers (whose main interest is the

well being of the children) (Azzi-Lessing & Olsen, 7996). Comprehensive recovery plans

for women may suffer from these interagency communication shortcomings.

The preceding review of specifìc literature provided a theoretical base for the

Pracdcum student ancì consideration of the foregoing knowledge helped to provide

structure and content for the group process, as will be demonstrated in the following

sections.
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5) Group Planning and Formation

a) THE GROLIP SETTING

The Practicum was completed at the Beech Crescent Community House, a newly

opened resource of the Westwood Office of the Ministry for Children and Families, in

Prince George, B.C. The MCF in Prince George has one community development position

and the social worker in that position started the community house in June of 1997. The

house is located in a row townhouse project that is in area deemed as a'hþh risk'area due

to the numerous incidents that require intervention by both Child Welfare authorities and

police.

This rented facility is a three-bedroom townhouse unit. Concrete resources for the

neþhbourhood include a washer and dryer, a phone, a computer with word processing a

lending library, room for childcare services during adult program times and a clothing

exchange. The kitchen is available to all and is well used.

The community development philosophy allowed for the members of the

community to determine the types of services and programs that were relevant to the

needs of this 100-unit structure and the surrounding residential area. One of the needs

idenlfied by the residents was programming for addictions, so the women's support group

was congruent with the requests from the community. It was anticipated that there would

be referrals to this study of women ùready using the house for other services but this was

not the case. None of the women using the community house had been identified by the

Child Protecdon authorities as being at risk of losing their children due to their own

substance misuse. If there were heavy users in the neighborhood, they were not visiting

the community house, or their use was well hidden.

Utilizing the community house for the group had many therapeutic benefits. The

physical familiarity of the unit for many of the participants (the type of housing that they

were used to living in) provided an immediate comfort that an office setting could not

hope to 
^trajn. 

The women did not have to come through a recepdon area or another

intake process. The kitchen was close to the entranceway and without excepton all of the

women quickly felt comfortable and by the second session they would help themselves to

coffee and ieed their children without asking for permission. On arriving for the second

session, one parucipant opened the front door and yelled "hi, honey, I'm home!" I suspect
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thzt jtwould have taken a lot of work to arrive at this level of safety and trust in another

more institutional setting.

,ts the house also provided services such as laundry facilities, this enabled the

women to perform some of their household responsibilities before and after group. The

accessibility of the phone was a bonus for several of the women who did not have one in

their own homes. They were hrppy if they arrived early and could ta.lie care of some

business before the group started. The phone (which has a toll restricter) was on an end

table and permission was not needed to use it. ,{11 of the rooms of the house were open to

the women and often they clamored to check the new arrivals in the clothing exchange

prior to starting group.

The Day Care staff and the women from neighborhood, who sometimes came in

contact with the participants, were at similar socioeconomic levels as the participants. This

homogeneity of financial md material situations appeared to facilitate a sense of belonging

for participants. They shared many of the same issues and were able to trade hints on local

bargains or solve problematic issues with 'slum' landlords, housing and utility companies.

Some of the women knew the welfare system and taught the others the availability of crisis

grants, how to access formula for babies and where the best food banks were. As a working

professional, I was not as knowledgeable in these areas and only had a theoretical or

superficial knowledge of the pracucal skills necessary to surviving poverty. This type of
interaction illustrated the worth of mutua-l aid. I found that I was much more efFective when

facilitating the exchange of ideas and information than when trying to lecture, instruct or to

come up with the answers on basic survival skills with this group by myself. Clearly these

women were the experts in this area and whenever possible, I genuinely commended their

resourcefulness and pointed out how helpful their suggesdons were to each other.

b) GROLTP SLZE

A group size of eight to ten v/omen was thought to be the optimal size for

facilitating this type of intervention process. While a co-leadership model may have been

theoretically preferable for this process, practical consideratrons precluded its use in this

format. With the limited avulabllity of qualified people to responsibly prepare and

participate in the co-facilitator role, this format proved impossible. Consequentl¡ erght

group members were thought to be a manageable size for a single facllitator. This size of
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group would allow adequate interaction while still being small enough to develop a sense of

cohesion arnong its participants (Schneider Corey, M. & Corey G., 1992). In light oF

anticipated attridon, an initial selection of ¡velve women was thought to be prudent to

ensure a ftnal, adequate working group size.

c) PARTICIPANT REFERRAIJ AND SELECTION CRITERIA

All of the women referred to the group for consideration were at risk of losing or

had lost, their children due to AOD misuse. Consequently, they could not be considere.d

'voluntary' participants. Rather, they were complying with the Child Welfare authority letters

of expectadon or supervision orders. This factor was pertinent and notable, as it is a

commonly held belief in the addiction's field that a person must 'choose' to enter the

recovery process, usuaJly after 'bottoming out'. Determining the level of client motivation is

typically an integral part of the assessment process for individuals seeking treaünent for

alcohol and drug (AOD) issues. This 'hitting bottom' theoretically creates a crisis, and an

attendant opportuniry which allows a breakthrough in the powerful denial system of the

zddict/dcoholic. However, for this Practicum I hoped that the external threat to the unity

of the participant's family system would equate to, or be, the bottom that would induce the

crisis and precipitate the desire for change in the woman. The group process assumed that

once a woman was idenufìed as a substance abuser by the Child Welfare authorities, dre

intrusiveness of the investigation and the status role change þeing identif,red as an

inadequate mother) would result in a situational crisis. "Such situational crises have an

immediacy and enormity of demands that distinguish them... They often require immediate

mobilization of the environment and of the individual in order to prevent collapse"

(Gitterman & Germain, 1989, p.116).

During the initial refercal and recruiünent process, the essent-ial concepts, logistics and

expectations of the proposed Practicum were introduced to a team of seven Child

Protection workers (C P \l) and the District Supervisor pS). The key elements of this

process were communicated in a letter to the DS. (Appendix iir). The cnteria for selecting

reierrals and a referral form were also included, thus providing each worker with a

comprehensive package for review and discussion wit-h suitable clients. At this meeting

iniormal screening discussions were undertaken with the Child Protection workers as they

suggested potential candidates from their caseloads. Dunng this meeting I was struck by the

expressions of anger, frustration, despair and hopelessness by some of the workers towards
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their addicted clients. As Swift (1991) indicates, quite naturally Child Protection workers

believe "an alcoholic mother means poor care for the kids" þ.257).

A punitive attitude surfaced when several workers took the position that these AOD

misusing women chose to abuse substances, rather than to care for their children. Therefore,

they deseraed to have the children removed from them and placed in care. Histories of

repeated failures to maintain sobriety were used as irrefutable proof of a client's lack of

motivation and /or commitrnent to a Child Protection worker's Plan of Care for them.

Litde or no understanding was shown for the t¡emendously powerful pathology of the

denial process, for the enormity of the changes requested, or for the existing barriers that

the women had to face and somehow overcome.

This lack of understanding or empathy was typified when I suggested that these

women would need bus fare to enable them to attend the required self-help meetings. One

worker replied that her client "has cable television and she can have that cut off and use the

money for a bus pass if she really wanted to get sober." In reaìity, this woman lived in a

small under-furnished home with three children, no means of transportation and no

telephone. Their c¿ble TV was their principle source of family entertainment and (albeit

one way) communication. Her family of origin was living 'back on the reserve' and

substance misuse there was a pivotal issue in the extended family. Therefore, they were not a

realistic source of support at this time. If this particular client were suffering from diabetes

@nd ^ 
corresponding need for darly treatment) instead of a chemicai addiction, I strongly

suspect that this worker would be more resolute and less judgmental in her efforts to

advocate for resources (certainly bus fare) for this client. This illustrates a classic example

for the need and requirement to address substance abuse as a 'disease' (Aiken & Gregoire,

7997; Azzi-Lessing & Olsen, 1996).

d) REFERRAL SOURCES AND GROLTP COMPOSTTiON

I was both surprised and disappointed when the initial tearn approached did not

generate enough referrals for the group. Early in the selection process, the team members

spoke of the prevalence of substance misuse, in their caseloads (reputedly up to 70o/o of an

averz;ge of 45 cases per worker). Only three of the initial seven Child Protecdon workers

approached refèrred to the group. There were no reierrals from the remaining four workers.

This imbalance in the referral process was not examined in deptl-r. It may have been the
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result of individual worker's knowledgg attitudes, assessment skills and experience in

working with AOD clients. Referrals also seemed to equate with individual workers beliefs

about the ability of substance abusing moms to change.

This lack of referrals necessitated a postponement in the start date of the group

while addinonal referral sources were sought. Initiallg I hoped to drav¡ from the MCF office

located in the neighborhood to ensure that the selected cliene would be within walking

distance of the community house where the groups v/ere to be held. Llltìmately, Child

Protection workers from another office referred four of the twelve women

Of the totalreferral.group of 13 women, two are not included in further discussion

as I was repeatedly unable to connect with them or establish any communication. In effect,

the referral pool was only eleven strong. Nine of the women referred identified themselves

as First Nadons' people. Two were non-nadve. The women ranged in age from 18 to 35

years. Of the women initially assessed, none had achieved more than a grzde nine level of
academic schooling. None of the group parricipants were employed or in a school

progralrrme and all of the v/omen were dependent on government financial assistance. Two

of the group members spoke of prostituting to support their and their partner's addictions.

Less than half of the 11 women assessed had telephones. Most lived in substandard rental

accommodadon, some with multiple roommates. None of the \¡/omen had their own

vehicle. This is particularly significant in Prince George, as public transit is limited, running

only srx days a week with very few evening runs.

Two of the i1 women had one child, trvo had ¡vo children each, f,we women had

three children, one participant had four and another member had frve children. None of
those who were separated from their spouses reported receiving support pa¡rments from

the children's fathers. Five of the eieven women had had their children removed by Child

Welfare authoriues. Three of these women had their children placed with members of their

immediate families and two had children in foster parent and group home placements.

Three of the women had been previously referred to treatrnent and had completed

a residential programme in the past. None of the participants attended self-help groups

such as AÂ or NA on z regrlar basis, though several had been to one or two meetings in the

past.
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Referral Base for Possible rChanges & Choices'Group Parricipants
Provided by: British Columbi4 Ministry of Children & Families, Child Protection Workers

Refenal Age Native
(lrl) /Ì.{on

fNN)

#of
Children

Status of
Children

Attende
d the

Group

Prior
AOD
Tx.

Had a
Phone

I 35 N 5

4 Foster,
I Home Yes Yes No

2 34 N 4
All at
Home Yes Yes Yes

aJ 20 NN I
All at
Home Yes No Yes

4 20 N 2

All at
Home Yes No Yes

5 19 N 1

All at
Home Yes No No

6 29 NN 2

All at
Home Yes No Yes

7 l8 N a
-)

Ail
Foster
Care

No No Yes

8 l8 N aJ

Ail
Foster
Care

No No No

9 25 N aJ

Family
Placeme

nt
No No No

10 29 N 3 No No No

11 27 N aJ No No No

12 NA NA 2
a

No No No

l3 NA NA I No No No
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C) THE DYNAMIC BETWE,ENÌ THE GROI.IP PARTICIPANTS AND MCF

It would be very difficult to overstate the influence of Child Welfare involvement on

the lives of this group of women. In many ways, tJris involvement created a distinct sub-

population of women struggling with AOD issues, whose overriding response to the

Ministry's presence was fear, and consequently an emphatic denial of the reports of AOD

use. A distinct double bind or 'Catch 22' was operating against these women. If a woman

admitted she had a current AOD problem, she expected to lose her children to the

authorities. Conversely if she did not admit to her addiction, how could she accept the

services offered to help her recover from it? This was the personal conundrum facingall but

one of the women, and consequently it was my starting point with each oi them. In the

majority of cases the women would state to the author that there had been reason for

concern previously, but that after the initial intervendon they had changed their lifestyles

and had dealt with their problem. There was one exception. She had recently been through

treatrnent and was having difficulty staying clean and sober, and had requested help from

her Child Protection worker who referred her to the group.

Five of the six women who did commit to and attend the group had their children

living with them under supervision orders. One of the regular group members had lost four

of her five children, who were residing in group home and foster placements while her

teenage daughter still lived with her. Significantly, all five of the women who had their

children removed and placed with tãmily members, (in 4 of 5 cases, the maternal

grandmother) chose nnt to come to group. Perhaps knowing that their children were in

þood' care with open access to them, the motivation to change through participation in the

proposed group was not sufficiently strong. One of the referrals, z 19 year old woman

whose 3 children were in foster caÍe accepted a referral to the group and committed to the

process but after 3 efforts still did not respond to the vehicle sent to pick her up. Another

woman whose children were with a maternal aunt presented as very motivated to artend the

group during the case conference with the Child Protection worker. However, she did not

respond to three attempts to pick her up for transportadon to the group.

It became evident that the relative level of moüvation for each potential participant

was not necessarily predicated on recognition of AOD issues, but perhaps on the perceived

situational dynamic of their children. This suggests several explanations. After the children

have been rreoved from the mother, tt may be too late to intervene. This further supports
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the premise of early intervendons in the addictive process as being most effective (Aiken &

Gregoire, 1997; Beckman & Kocel, 1982; Bepko, 1991). Additionallg the AOD mother may

not perceive the removal of the children and their subsequent placement with their

grarrdmother as a. 'bottom'. The transfer of the children into a home where there is open

access may enable the woman to condnue with her addiction without the responsibilities of
caring for her children. Having the children living with a close relative may have less stigma

and loss associated with having the children 'put in care'. It is also quite likely that the

motivation to change is dissipated, and addictions are exacerbated by hopelessness once a

woman has lost her children, regardless of whether they remain within her immediate family

or not.

Ð INITIAL CONTACT

During the intake process, a Child Protection worker provided a brief verbal history

of the woman's involvement with MCE along with the phone number or address of the

candidate. I had initially requested and anticipated an introducdon or a phone call to the

potential partrcipant by the Child Protecüon worker. With one excepuon, this did not occur,

primarily due to the lack of telephones. Consequendy several 'referred' women v/ere

completely unprepared for me to approach them. Two of these women refused to come to

the door to speak with me, after another adult had responded to my knock. These v/omen

no longer had their children with them. By way of introduction, I iniually dropped off an

intake package for each woman and if they were home, I would endeavor to introduce both

the intake package and myself to them (Appendix \).
For those women who did not respond, I contrnued to try to connect with them by

phoning or driving by their residence and dropping off messages. Over a period of three

weeks, I made at least six attempts to connect with each woman. For those women who

agreed immediately to attend the group, I continued to stay in contact wìth them twice each

week to marntain interest untrl the group sessions started. I sought to engage them by

showing sincere interest in how they were doing, apologizing for the delays and trying to

help them clzrtfy their situatron with the Ministry through advocating to resolve concrete

problems.

Other factors for analysis during this stage included the relatronships two women

had with their spouses. These men acted as gatekeepers by answering the door and

preventing me from seeing the women initially. They also became transmitters of the
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information I was tryrng to communicate. At the time of intake to the group, it was

predominately these men who were doing the bulk of the child care, due to their partners

using hard drugs and being absent from the home. To engage the females, it was necessary

to develop a trusting relationship with these partners in order for them, (now the most

willing member of the system to participate in the change process) to encourage and

support their partners to attend the group. Both male partners had recently been

incarcerated and one was wearing an ankle bracelet for surveillance. Both males had

probation orders that demanded abstinence from substances, enforced through random

urine samples. These factors acted as deterrents to substance use and motivated the men to

want to change. The women, however, did not have the same conditions imposed upon

them. 'tfter I connected with them, they expressed that they had carried the entire burden

of the fzmìIy during the j^l sentences and nov/ deserved a break from familial

responsibilities. Bepko and Krestan's analysis of addictions in family systems explains the

changes in 'over/under functioning that occurred in these trvo family systems. As both over

and underfunctioning are restrictive roles, they lead to feelings of inadequacy, anxiety,

intense suppressed anger and low self-esteem. Addictions provide an avenue of escape,

albeit only temporarily. "The over-responsible person mzy overfuncdon to deny

dependency or may drink þecome under-responsible) to relieve the pressures of the over-

responsible role" @epko & Krestan,7985, p32).

During the intake process, it became clear that the protection workers felt that they

only had the authority to request that a womân not use substances while caring for her

children. There is an assumption in this request that the woman has control over when and

how she drinks or uses drugs. This is inconsistent with the concept of addiction, in which

there is a lack of control over one's relationship with a substance. For instance, previous

intentions to only have one drink or to spend only a small part of the family resources on

substances have obviously been inadequate or MCF would not be involved. The only

aÌternatjve theory is that these women consciously choose substance abuse over the safety

and well being of their children. I am unable to subscribe to this nodon, particularly in lþht

of the affection and love they expressed for their children. \)ühether a woman used in the

home or not, resources for the family were likely to be quickly drained to cover the costs of

substance misuse. As well, this repeated time out of the home and the consequent
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hangovers or detoxification periods were harmful cycles to the involuntary participants in

the addictive process - the children.

This process resulted ln a'cat and mouse' gzrne; the worker was dependent on reports

from neighbors that tåere were problems or on 'catching' the mom impaired. The mom

was intent on not getting caught, or on disproving and discrediting the neþhbors, rather

than focusing on self. In the case of ha¡d drug use, many workers felt that they did not have

the knowledge to determine if the woman was actually lnigh' (or not) during home visits.

Certain drug misuse, such as unregulated doses of codeine (a highly addictive substance)

that is avulable'over the counter' 
^t 

Àrry pharmacy, was minimízed and not challenged as it

was legal and considered to be innocuous.

During this referral process, the many missed appointrnents and the zpparcnt

avoidance tactics became frustrating. It was difficult to remember that 'resistance' is not an

individual client's problem when working ecologicall¡ but rather a transacdonal process. I

needed to remember the patterns of relating that had been established between these

women and MCE In overcoming these obstacles I was exposed 'first hand' to my group

members' daunting reality. This task took me into their neighborhoods, homes and lives. I

was able garn understanding and empathy that I would have missed without this outreach

component. I was also able to empathize with some of the frustrauon the Child Protection

workers experienced in attempting to deal with the behaviors of addicted clients.

Eventually, eþht women gâve their commitrnent to attend the group. I decided to go

zhead without further delay. \X4ren the group sessions actually started, only six of the eþht

women attended, however these six completed the group.

Both the rcferral and the intake process took far more time and energy than had

been anticipated. The lack of response from the Child Protection workers was

disappointing. It was difficult and sometimes impossible to connect with the woman and the

Child Protectjon worker's at the same time (to define the expectations of the authorities).

There v/as a clear reluctance on behalf of the Cllild Protection workers to 'name' the

problem (substance misuse) or to define treatment expectadons. Overall, this phase of the

project was difficult and unrewarding and it was challenging to mainta-rn my own

motivation.
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g) DUAL REI-ATONSHIPS AND PROFESSIONAI BOUNDARIES

At the outset, I struggled with whether to disclose my own history of addictions. I

had concerns about the size of the local recovery community (small) of which I was an

active member and the consequent likelihood of running into a group participant zt a 72

Step meeting. I was concerned for the maintenance and pnvacy of my own support

network. As well, I worried that my presence at a meedng mþht inhibit or prevent a group

member from attending. In Prince George, it was not uncommon to meet people at a

meeung that I had met before in my capacity as Social Worker. Reaction ranges from a

former client leaving the meeting; to other clients asking me to 'sponsor' them through the

program (they already see me as a helper).

Charlotte Chapman (1997) defines a relationship as "ongoing contact that is planned

in contrast to social contact that occurs accidentally" (p.74).Therefore, meeting women in

the AÂ community was not problematic, but intentional socializzton with clients would be.

She also defines fundamental issues specific to AOD treatment that aîfect professionals.

These include "self-disclosure, relationships in recovery identification with client

populatrons, and clients entering the substance abuse field" þ.77). While the use of self-

disclosure can be therapeutic, it does change the focus from the client to the worker, which

may diffuse the established professional boundary. -As a feminist social worker, I am

interested in balancing the po\¡/er in relatjonships and in trying to work without the

hierarchy that is inherent in a professional/client relationship. However, with each clieng I

need to be honest and clear about the 'power' that I do hold over their lives - as afr

employee of the Ministry for Children and Families

As a feminisq I subscribed to the principle that the helper must be open about their

beliefs. As AA is such an rntegral part of my life, and I believed it to be a major resource in

recovering from an addiction, I felt compelled to disclose my bias and my participation to

the group. Trust levels would certainly have suffered if I v/ere to unexpectedly meet a

member later in a support group serdng

h) TNFORMED CONISENT

To ensure that all of the necessary protocols concerning guidelines for professional

conduct, client rights and entitlements were addressed and presented to each group

participânt, the Changes and Choices Consent Form was developed. (,Appendix III) \X4ren

presenting this form to the participants during the individual orientation sessions, I asked
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the women to read along with me as we covered each item in the form. Any questions or

clarifications were addressed on an item by item basis.

Ð THEORY OF EVALUÄTrON METHODOLOGY

Prochasca and Di Clemente (1992) constructed a transtheroetical model of how

people change. This model offers an integrative view on the structure of intentional change,

either self-initiated or with psychotherapy. Their research was extensive, utilizing thousands

of resea¡ch participants, both women and men, who were attempting to alter addictive

behaviors. They concluded that change occurred in a "cyclical pattern of movement

through specifìc stages of change" (p. 1110). Therefore, specific treatrnent efforts should be

targeted at the particular stage the person was in.

These researchers found five stages of change: precontemplation; contemplation;

preparation; action and maintenance. To move through these stages, an addicted person

must experience certain stage specific processes, which the authors contend are necessary to

the completion of each stage, and the consequent moving on to the next. These include

respectively: consciousness raising and environmental reevaluadon, self-reevaìuation, self-

liberation, reinforcement management, helping relationships and stimulus control.

prochaska, DiClemente & Norcross, 1992, p. 1109)

Following this research, Miller and Tonnigpn (1995) developed a quanutative

measure called the Stages of Change Readiness and Treatment Eagemess Sca-le

(SOCRATES). SOCRATES is an uncomplicated paper and pencil test designed to identifli

which stage in the change process a substance abuser is in. The SOCRATES test generates

numerical scores in the measurement of three discrete categories:

o Recognition

o Ambivalence

o Taking Steps

Once the stage has been determined, a match can be made to a specific type of
intervendon to best address the needs of that particular stage. For instance, if person scores

low in Recognition, then they may be considered to be at the pre-contemplative or

contemplative stage and will need more information or education before they are ready to

talçe action. Consequently, the creators of the scale would recommend that the intervention

process focus on 'consciousness raising' and 'environmental reevaluation'.
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For this Pracdcum, I chose this tool to address my initial goal of evaluating the

outcome of the intervention. The test was to be used initially as a baseline measure of the

'women's recognition of substance abuse issues in their lives, and then appliedagan at the

conclusion of the group process. "Changes in SOCRATES scores could reflect the impact

of an intervendon on problem recognition, ambivalence, and tzking steps towards change"

(Miller & Tonnigan,1996, p. 81). I hoped that this pre-post test would be an indicator of

the efficacy of the group intervention. I was also attracted to the ryclical processes of

change that the tool was based on, as theoretically it provided a model for viewing relapse as

normadve rather than as failure. This concept was consistent with the cyclical nature of

interacdons in systems theory and the feminist notion of rebalancing perceptions of

normality and deviance. (Land, 1995) Once the consent forms were completed, I
conducted an initial interview wth each candidate in her home. The SOCRÂTES test was

then presented to the potentìal participant or if circumstances did not permit, it was left

with the candidate to be completed later.

As there was an intrinsic element of coercion in the process, in that change was

demanded by an authority figure, I think that the relevance of the scores was skewed. Seven

women completed the SOCR-ATE$ with only one missed item on all seven tests. At firsg I

was perplexed by the following scores, which appeared to be contradictory.

SOCR{TES - Test Scores (ma-rimum possible score)

Participant

#1

#2
!^1+)

#4
t+J

#6
1+l

Recogniuon (35) Ambivalence(20) Taking Steps(40)

26938
18

30

JJ

33

15

19

13

17

35

40

40

36

34

36

17

1,4

15

T4
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For instance, #7 scores 19 out of a possible 35 on Recognition, yet reports 36 out

oi 40 on Takins Steps. Numbers #1. #2 and #6 also scored much lower on Recosnition

than on Takins Steos.

Numbers #3, #4 and #5 seem to be more congruent u¡ith high scores on both

Recognition and Taking Steps. Interestingl¡ these were t-he only three v/omen who had

been to residential treatrnent, which may have helped in the arez of Recognition. Except

absdnence, none of the women could identi* ^y concrete steps that they had taken to

change their using behaviors. Regardless, they all scored high in this area. This may explain

the scores on the Ambivalence scale, which I thought should be close to 0 if Recogniuon

was moderate. It may also denote how powerful MCF intervendon is in demanding

compliance, or the illusion of compliance.

If a person is aware that their performance is being assessed, the measure is said to

be oþtrusiue. (Kazdín, 1992). Obviously, this test is an obtrusive measure, especially in this

application and as such, it is subiect to threats to external validity such as reactivity. Measures

are considered to be reactive when aJ¡/areness of the assessment may lead to atypical

responses. The identified 'double bind' may have increased the reactivity of this test and

distorted the scores. For example, a mom who states that she is taking steps to change her

drinking behavior may be influenced by the fezr of loosing her children and will therefore

utllize her knowledge of the 'right' answer, rather than the 'true' one.

Another possible reason for the apparently skewed scores could be that the

SOCRÄTES test was developed and tested on a sample of individuals presenting for clinical

treatrnent, which Miller and Tonnigan (1996) indicate would not be representative of a general

population (p.87). It may be that the group of women studied here was not comparable to

the clinical sample due to the fact that they were definitely NOT voluntarily presenting for

treatment. These women may be reporting changes in lifestyle (taking steps) while still not

admitting recognizing or accepting that there is a problem (recognition) due to coercion.

A further tool, the Allen Barriers to Treatrnent Instrument, (ABTI, Appendix VII|
was also to be applied at the beginning of the group process. It purpose was to help in

identi4'ing and defining the barners that exist for these women, in this community and to

help plan to o\¡ercome these obstacles (Allen, 1996). This test was ìonger, more complex

and apparently more difficult to understand, as the first three women it was presented to

were unable to complete it. I did not try to present it to the other candidates at this üme.
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fnstead, I decided to use this test collaboratively throughout the group process to help

identifr barriers and obsacles as they arose.

Allenb Barriers to Treatrnent Instrument identifies three cateqories of barriers:

1. treatrnent program characteristics

2. personal beliefs, feelings or thoughts

3. issues.

The frrst category on treatrnent program characteristics includes concrete issues that I

endeavored to address in this Pracdcum. The first item in this category was not knowing the

location of trvatment. This aspect of the intervention was addressed by introducing group

members to the institutions and self help programs that were available for them in the

community and by having alcohol and drug counselors come to the group. Another of the

items listed was 'hauing to talk to a male coøn¡elnr'and initially the group was able to request

and receive services from a female counselor, as well as having a consistent counselor for all

of the women. The di¡tance of trvatment frvnt home was listed as a barrier and as mentioned

previously, the group was held in the community in which the majority of the women lived.

Having no auailzble transportatioltwas an item often cited by the women in Allen's study and I
addressed this by providing transportation, having a tmi or myself pick them up. As the

group was female only, the fear of hauing to talk in gmtþs pheru nten arc prcsentwas not an issue.

The final item on the scale w^s n0 heþ stEtitt¿ drug and alcoholfrve øfte¡ which was addressed by

the introducdon to, and attendance at self-help groups and by connecting gfoup members

with an alcohol and drug counselor. However, the concrete resources needed to get to

meetìngs þus pass) and have childcare provided (day care) were still unavailable from the

Ministry at the end of the group process. These issues/bamers to maintaining a substance

free lifestyle will be reviewed later in more detail.

Forn:nately, I was able to access funds for the day care needs of the group through

the community house. The transportation funds were accessed through the MCF allotrnent

on each woman's files. !Øithout these supports, attendance would certainly have suffered.
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6) The Group Process

A) FACILITÄIOR'S STANCE

I began the group process by introducing myself as a socia.l worker, a mother and an

addict who was in the maintenance stage of her recovery and an MSW candidate. I told the

women that as I spoke and presented material, I would use the term 'we'when referring to

women's addicuons and their sources and effects.

The following perspective was adopted as a starting point:

"The lives of pregnant women and women with children are intimately

ent',¡¡ined with 
-muluple 

individual and 'systems' relationships that may

include social agencies, hospitals, coufts and schools, alnong others. Some of
these relatio.trhp. are healthy but many are destructive and dysfunctional.

Without recognizing the importance of these relationships and

encompassing them within the treaünent prografn, we are taking an

."tr.-èly ümited approach to women's growth and development '. '
Treatrnent providers should help the chemically dependent woman to
examine past relationships, including issues of loss, violence and incesü to

validate and build upon her relational skills and needs; to learn how to parent

successfully; and to let go of problemaûc, abusive relationships" (Finkelstein,

1996, p.28).

I further refined rhe facilitator's lens through the use and integration of feminist

principles. I did this by using the following Meyers-Avis techniques:

(1) talking about gender issues during therapy (money, Power' child care,

house-oÃ, the division of labor, etc.); being direct about the social worker's

own beliefs; (2) re-labeling deviance and redefrning normality so as to
hþhlight women's strengths; (3) using Bowenian family systems theory to aid

*õ** in defining themselves independently of what others exPect them to

be; (a) focusing on the needs of women as individuals as well as on the

needs of the relationship (Myers Avis, 1986, p220)'

In this instance, item (4) would predominately address the mother/child relationship.

Additionall¡ I saw my task was to encompass helping other helpers (Child Protection

workers) to see the client as a woman with needs and entitlements of her own, as well as in

her role of mother.

B) BEGINNING ST,{GE

For the initral opening and introductory portions of this first session, I intended to

take the group through the following elements of the group process:

Participant intro ducüons
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- Collaboratively set the ground rules

- Introduce the proposed schedule of group topics

- Hand out the group binders that held the ?ersonal Action Plans'

- Explain the motif on the cover

- Introduce the concept of rituals to the group

- Clanfy group and personal goals

- Review and clarift my role in relation to MCF

I began the group process with an exercise taken from the recently created manual

for women's day treatrnent that had been developed by the Alcohol and Drug Services

Provincial Women's Committee; the Days, Evenings a¡rd Weekends (DEïV) program. The

manual is gender specific and relevant to the needs of women. The exercise was presented

as straþhtforward in the manual but it does not suggest what to do in the case of non-

compliance! Four of the five women declined to participate. Only one of the woman wrote

a single question before she noticed the others were declining to participate. Feeling

defeated, I grabbed one of the tiny children's chairs that was handy and sat backwards on ig

and put my head in my hands for a few moments. I raised my head and queried "What's

goin' on here?" This empry silent moment had created the needed space thag coupled with

my apparent wlnerability and radical change in demeanor, empov/ered the angriest of the

women to speak up. The proverbial dam burst. She began to vent her anger at the

int¡usiveness of the Child !üelfare Authorites in her life. She spoke of feelings of horror

Q:aranoia) at being constantly watched and scrutinized and the fear of loosing her daughter.

She reached the point of tears, and at this point the ot-her women began to support her and

affirm her feelinp and fears. As her venting diminished, the other women told their own

stones of fear and loathing of the Ministry. The crisis of the intervendon was nov/ explicit.

Some blamed the people they alleged had reported them to MCF, Several insisted that they

were innocent of the 'charges'. I did not challenge this but rather embraced it as a place to

begin. I reframed their sentiments, positìoning them as a consequence of other people

defining their problems and dictating solutions for them. I then stated that the role of our

grouP was to help them define their own struggles and determine what they would need to

begn to resolve them.

Other opportunities for reframing developed as a result of their venting. For

example, one v/oman stated that her troubles were the result of a 'nosy' neþhbor who
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would call MCF at the least noise or disturbance which were frequent given that she and her

daughter had a screaming match every morning over getting off to school. This was a place

where she felt safe to begin and I reframed it as an example of the positive outcomes that

could result from her participation in the group. If the reality was multiple investigations

(this was her 9ù), then the group process could be time spent establishing credibility with

MCF through her consistent attendance and contact. It could also assist in accessing help

for her and her daughter's interacdons that resulted in screaming.

Some of the women felt that they had fulfilled the expectations of the Child

Protection worker only to have a new worker assþed to them and to have to start the

process all over agalr:,. The new worker would have no record of any previous efforts to

amend the situation, such as parenting classes completed or participation in groups for

spousal abuse. I agreed that this \¡/as a real and definite shortcoming of MCF and that tìre

documentation of their efforts and positìve outcomes v¡ould be a part of the collaboratjve

work we would do.

I wanted to ensure that I did not triangulate, by aligning with the group against the

Child Protecdon workers (an occurrence that I had found to be only too common amongst

the contracted treatment agencies). Yeq I did want the group to benefit from the cohesion

and identif,rcadon that came as a result of their individual but similar experiences of

oppression within the bureaucracy. Most of these women had faced multiple investigations

with no 
^pparent 

closure or ending to the process. They reported a process that was

cloaked with secrecy, suspicion and unpredictability. The frequent changes in workers were

often unannounced and always compulsory. Group members all spoke of worker

relationships that were focused only on sancdoning, never on support. At this early stage in

the group, I allowed this venting process and chose not challenge this 'blaming dynamic.

Instead, I prioritized the establishing and building of trust, credibility and empathy as the

principle focus.

Part of the women's difficulty was rooted in their inability to distinguish betu¿een the

different roles of different workers. The use of the generic term 'social worker' was used to

describe sociai workers, Child Protection workers, financial aid workers, support workers,

etc., with litde appreciation of, or understanding for, the differing roles and responsibilities.

I recognized that a challenging pæt of my task would be to help the group learn to sort

through the seeming maze of bureaucracy. This process would hopefully provide an
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aulareness of the constraints and pressures that Child Protection workers were under and of

their specific roles.

Mury themes emerged from this first group session. The intrusiveness of the

investìgations and the ineffecdveness of the 'czt and mouse game' became glaringly

apparent. These v/omen felt vulnerable and perceived they had no power; consequently they

were operating under an external locus of control. With this perceived and believed lack of

power, they had become reduced to 'hiding their lifestyles. !üithout a working relationship,

the Child Protection worker's only option v/as to 'c tch' them. Individually they were

impoverished and as a group they were under-served and under-resourced in the

community. Their experience with professional relationships was primarily punitive, resulting

in ieelings of fea4loss and abandonmen! often zrnirror of theirintimate relationships and

family histories. Ás a resulg external family boundaries had become rigrd and closed to

outside help. They appeared to have developed coping mechanisms of deniai, rationalization

and blaming. These dynamics would prove to be both a challenge and opportunity that

would need to be addressed in the group process.

In their discussion on the beginning stage of groups, Toseland and Rivas (1984)

identifr the importance of acknowledgrng the ambivalence most group members' feel about

changing their behavior. These authors suggest that frank discussion will allow members to

see that ambivalence is a common reaction to planned change. It seems likely that

ambivalence is heightened when the change demand comes from an external source.

The agenda rhú I had set out for the group that first morning had not been

completed. Instead, previously unidentified issues pivotal to the group's success had been

identified and incorporated into the group process. These barriers to trust and consequent

meaningful process would need to be resolved before we could proceed. In apparent

validation oF the process adopted for the first session, subsequent group sessions had full

attendance. This provided an opportunity to re-introduce the inaugural day's agenda ùtat

was eventually covered off over the next few sessions.

B-1) Structure and Ritual

These subsequent sessions were to follow a sffuctured and rt|uùízed format. This was

introduced to the participants at the beginning of the second session. This 'ritualizatton'

involved the lighting of candles, playing a song from music that I thought to be inspiring
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and a short reading from literature on women's recovery. Then each person could comment

on the reading and/or their activities since the last session. Over a period of two sessions, I

noticed that there was 
^ 

level of agitatìon and stress during this supposed relaxing and

centering time. I questioned the group as to whether they would like to remove a part or ùl

of the opening process. They stated that they liked the candles and music and did not want

to change thag and in fact they were responding to my request that they bring their own

music that they felt was meaningful. I was still aware of zn initial tension and decided to try

a quick 'check-in' round first. During this dme, each member could speak about how their

lives had been between sessions and if there were any issues that were pressing. During this

'check in' dme, the women often related incidents of personal crisis. For example, one

woman was evicted from her home over tìe weekend. Often women reported that partners

had moved in or ouq children were suspended from school, or utilities were about to be cut

off that day. One day z suicide attempt was related during this time and its discussion

consumed the bulk of the morning. This new formzt worked quite well and after venting

the women were able to attend to the music and reading and relate their ov¡n difficult

situations and issues to the messages found in the ritual.

B-2) Attendance

Non-attendance was to be phoned in early enough to cancel the transportation and

daycare services. After a while the women began to v/orry about each other if they had not

come to a session. I would try to help them express what fears they had if someone did not

show up and to speak openly about their assumptions about where the missing member

was, or what had prevented their coming to group. Later in the process, I was able to relate

the group experience of concern to help them understand and appreciate the family

perspective.

Our youngest member insisted that she just couldn't wake up in the morning; she

gave me permission to walk over and wake her if she slept in. She was less than a block

away but had no phone. By the later stages of the group the first anival for the session

would run over to her home and wake her up! She would bundle her infant up and come

for her first coffee of the day When we \¡/ent to wake her, it was evident that she was not

using the intravenous drugs that were her 'habit', as she and the baby were healthy and well

fed and at home tn a clean, quiet apartment. Â mainstream treatrnent facilit-¡ may not have
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had the supports needed for this young mom and while the reports to the Child Protection

worker may indicate resistance or a lack of commitrnen! neither would be accurate or

describe the dynamic realistically. She iust could not yet get out of bed on her own. Once

aqlakened she participated fully, did the homework assþed and contributed to the group by

bringrng books and music.

Enabling has a very bad name in the field of substance misuse but was often a

necessary social work role for me to assume if I was to be of help to these women. It was

not enough to assess their level of motivation as being "inadequate". These moms appeared

to be in need of parenting a¡rd nurturing themselves. They seemed to see the 'enablind ^ u

sþ of genuine caring. When women did not show up, I would condnue to try to contact

them in the interim and let them know they were missed so they would not want to hide

from the group. As we were a small group, it was more enjoyable and productive when we

had full attendance.

B-3) Develooins Trust

Trust is an essential component of small group dynamics. ,t trust-based group

dynamic may contain the following elements: consistenc-y, canng compassion, commitrnent

and comfort. I believed that the presence of these themes would allow the growth of
emotional security within the group and I sought opportunities to foster these. To this end,

I cautioned the women to consider to what extent they were comfortable with disclosure,

both with me and with each other. We agreed that I would report only attendance and

participation to the protection workers. Any relapses or using episodes would not be

reported by me unless a child was hurt or at risk, as per the mandatory reporting laws.

However, I advised them that it was only their commitrnent to each other that would ensure

confidentiality beween the group members, and that trusting each other may take axvhile.

After several sessions of not reporting substance misuse, they began to trust the

process and each other enough to openly share their'slips'. We would then try to track what

precipitated or modvated the episode and examine the costs and benefits that occu(red as a

result of using. I encouraged other members to provide feedback, and to share their own

similar experiences. When a woman spoke of using a drug that was not familiar to the

others, ltried to identr$'the fèelings around the incident that could be generùized to all
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substance misuse. The technique of aniaersaliqinghelped make unique experiences interesung

to all members of the group (Ioseland & Rivas, 1984).

One woman was at a stage in her recovery where she spoke freely of the power of
her cocaine addiction and of her fear that she would use again. She had requested another

session (3 weeks) in residential treatrnent from her worker three months after her first

treatrnent program, as she did not feel safe in her environment wth all of the 'triggers' to

use. The CPW had responded ín a wzy that she felt that her struggles were trivialized. She

told the group of her znger, frustration and shame that her addiction compelled that she

ask for help from someone so cold and foreign to her.

This woman became a grezt resource for the group; as an admitted addict I was able

to give her the esteem due an 'expert' in the areas of what worked and what didn't in trying

to stay straight. I learned that she would be six months 'clean' on a date that we had a group

session scheduled. At this session, I took a moment to make a short speech to the group

about her 'birthday' and presented her with a women's recovery book and a birthday card as

is done in many 12 Step Programs to recognize such milestones. The otherwomen spoke of
their enr,"7 at such a long time clean and began to consider when they would be eligible for a

six-month celebration. This was the first mention of 'dry dates' and resulted in open

discussion and support when someone relapsed and 'lost' their t-ime sober. The behavior

modification techniques used by 12 step groups such as a public presentation of medallions

for periods oi sobriety also provides ritual and positive affirmations of efforts made.

C) WORKING STAGE OF THE GROLIP

C-1) Content

.A.ppendlx- IV - delineates the course content tlat I was to facilitate during each

group session. Conceptually I had broken down the anticipated group process into the

three phases: beginning middle and ending stages. As the process unfolded, I found that I

had been optimistic about the amount of informatron that I would be able to effecuvely

present to the group during the eight weeks. I had not allocated suffìcient time for the

group members to process and come to terms with wo fundamental issues:

1'. The initial t^)ma that had resulted from an outside agency (MCÐ defining their

problem for them and the aftendant threats to their funrly system;
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2. The length of time that would be needed for the women to develop enough trust

to acknowledge that substances were in fact pivotal to the many problems in their

lives.

The group members conünued to be inhibited and had to repeatedly overcome the

previously cited double bind that prevented candid disclosure. These realities slowed the

group's progress through the planned course materials.

C-2) Guidelines

\X4rerever possible, we defined the group guidelines and the days' process together to

ensure that the participants felt connection to the group. Having worked collaboratively on

the guidelines allowed me to encourage the women to challenge each other on the issues

that they had tabled. I presented the guidelines as both adaptable and flexible, and

encouraged the women to express their concerns if they felt they were not working for

them. As situations arose, we also added to the guidelines, examples being the prohibition of

lengthy story telling about others and the discouragement of advice giving.

C-3) Gender and Power Issues

Several of the eady sessions were spent examining the impact of gender on

women's lives and their addictions. We began by deconstructing the power and status

hierarchy that is inherent in patriarchy. I did not use this language but rather allowed the

women to brainstorm on these subiects and examine the differing role expectations for

women and men and how this related to substance abuse. Themes for these sessions

included: stereotyping that results in the stigmatization of substance abusing women; the

lack of status of women in society and the consequent desire to alþ with men; the

construcdon of gender and the internalizing of woman/mother blaming.

For instance, one'u/oman descnbed her fathers' violence as a result of his shame at

having an alcoholic wife, while stating that his drinking \¡/as a response to having to work so

hard. A-lthough she had numerous siblings and an impoverished farm famil¡ she did not

perceive her mother to be working. She was quite brutal in describing the shame of her

mother's drinking and how it damaged her childhood. This 'mother blaming' needed to be

addressed or this group of addictedwomen would further internalize it. I encouraged them

to examine family dynamics in the light of power and choice. I also expressed respect for

the labor required in women's caringand placed value on unpaid labor.
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We next took gender to another level where group members identified the possible

sources of the construcdon of gender, i.e. - church, farnily, pzúarchy, governmenÇ medi4

etc. and an examination of the power structures that benefit from these rigid roles. I also

endeavored to link gender construcdons to women's sexual expressions, freedoms and

consüaints, as m rry of their comments had convinced me that sexuality was a shamefuI

issue for the group.

Through discussion and statstics v/e examined the 'feminizaúon' of poverty. This

wzs a subiect close to their hearts and they seemed to be empowered by realizations that

their inadequate finances were not fully attributable to individual shortcomings, but rather

that many forces were at play in influencing their socioeconomic staûls.

We used simple genograms and eco-maps to examine family patterns. The genograms

helped to show family influences and intergenerational transmissions of addictions and

patterns of violence. The fzmrly maps aJso helped to illustrate the connecdons and

disconnections in their lives. We were then able to explore the over-functioning and under-

functioning patterns in their current and past relationships. Consideradon was given to the

weight of responsibility that they each carried and how this added to their need to 'get awzy'

that often resulted in their using. The two women whose partners were now the primary

caregivers (when the women were using) were able to identifu the resentrnent that they had

for having carried the entire load in the past. They felt that they were due this 'break' from

responsibility and it a.lso helped them to ¡ustifr their'bingeing'.

The environmental context in which the woman functioned also needed to be

examined. The eco-maps graphically indicated the ou¡va¡d flow of energy from the \¡/omen

to most of their relationships. Their stressful interactions with most institutions, such as

banks, financial ald offrces, MCF and schools were illustrated through the maps. Overall,

tlrere was a glaring lack of positive support or interactions in their lives.

Mrty of the women were accused of being disloyal and iudgmental by their lamily

members because their efforts to change required that firmer boundaries be set between

the family of origin and their t-amily of creatjon. The implicit message in the accusations

of 'not caring or not loving'\¡/as very powerful, as tìre women had internalized gender role

expectations that required them to care in order to be þood', regardless of the cost to

themselves. By educating the women about this pressure, which can be so overwhelrninp;

they had a chance not to rcactand merge back into the old system dynamic.
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Bou¡enian family systems theory posits that it is not a solution to cut-off

emotionally from ones family of origin, as the dysfunctional patterns that have developed

will resurface in new relationships. Consequently I did not promote distancing from

addicted family members as a long-term goal. Rather, I cautioned the women to be au/are

of the potential for "change back" messages from their close family members. I also stated

that it might be necessary distance themselves from certain relationships until they had

gained stability in their change efforts. The women were then able to express the pressures

that came from their partners or boyfriends to continue to drink or use, and talk about the

desire to drink to be a 'patt of'with their families. One woman stated she could not dance

sober, and another could not have sex without being hþh. Clearly substarices were

functioning as a 'social lubricant', and these women had become dependant on substances

to fulfill certain basic needs such as the need to belong.

C-4) Multr-Service Team

The beginning stage of the group process had included the identification of long

and short-term goals. In the workrng stage, the potenual barriers to the achievement of
these goals emerged and were discussed. Unhealthy family interactions, past abuses and

difficulties with the demands of parenting u¡ere commonly identified factors that were

exposed through the group process as 'triggers' for relapse behaviors. Finkelstein (199ó)

recommends that treatment providers must address these underlying issues oF concern

concurrently with treating women's' addictions. Due to the time restraints of the group, it

was necessary to refer women to specif,rc supports in these areas.

As previously cited, Annette Dowling the Practicum supervisor, was piloting a

muìti-service team project for MCR The team included a counselor from a family service

àgency that provided individual z.rtd group parenting courses, an MSW for individual, child,

couple or family therapy and an alcohol and drug counselor. This team attended a group

session and agreed to provide services to these u/omen on an ongoing basis at the

community house. This team intervention would provide immediate support in the areas

previously noted, and the responsiveness of the team was heartening.

This process v/as very empowering for the women as the team v/as sensitive and

canng. They deferred to the women for seating arrangements and emphasized that they

rvere the visitors and that the women the resident experts. The women v/ere encouraged by

this resource opportunity. They were also relieved that the services that they would need to
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address the issues that they had identifred in their Personal Action Plans would be

coordinated. This meant that they would not have to worry about getting to three different

appointrnents each weelg as the team would travel to the Beech Community House. The

women expressed a sense of accomplishment for developing their own treatrnent plans

and for managlngthis process from a place that felt like home to them.

C-î AA and NA Soealers

At two of the group sessions, speakers from 72 Step Prograrns carne to speak to

the group. The women who calne were very powerful in the telling of their own stories.

This allowed for the identjfication process to occur for the group members. Their stories

were similar in the areas of personal relationships and parenting issues as well as their

substance abuse histories. Group participants later spoke informally with these women

and asked many questions, including one woman asking the speaker to sponsor her. She

agreed to fulfill this role and they exchanged of phone numbers.

As an introduction to a resource which would be on going; I took the group to an

AA meetrng and then arranged for subsequent transportation, through volunteers from

AA and NA, enabling group members to attend two additional meetings during the

course of our group sessions. Left on their own, they did not attend during the time of
our remaining group sessions. If they needed to contact a support group, they were now

fzmtliar with three different groups from f,rrst hand experience.

C-ó) Grouo Funcdoning

Toseland and Rivas (1984) suggest that when assessing the whole group rather than

the individuals in iq four maior areas of group dynamics should be considered. "These

include the group's (1) communicauon and interaction patterns, (2) attraction, (3) social

controls, and (a) culture" G,.174).

Evidence of the growth in the group communication patterns in this stage included:

- a higher incidence of member-to-member interacüon and less communication

being channeled through me;

- more important ancl in-depth disclosures about substance abuse issues;

- members ability to challenge and support each other;

- the ability for members to draw each other out if they were withdrawn.

Evidence of the aftraction of the group included:
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- Regular attendance and no attrition after the first session

- members exchanging phone numbers;

- growing commitrnent to personal and group goals;

- members grving grfts of clothing and other concrete goods;

- members coming eaÀy and staying for other activities after the session;

- Members speaking of themselves as a group to others, using'we' languzge.

Evidence of the development of norms, roles and status hierarchies that comprise

the social control component included:

- members assuming leadership and gaining status through staying clean;

- older members assuming parentd concerns regarding younger members and

their infants;

- Younger members accepting the concern of older members.

Evidence that the group was developing a culture was indicated tlrough:

- movement from individual members isolating and hiding from the Child Welfare

workers to the group as a whole feeling empowered to develop working

relatìonships with MCF as a system and with their individual workers;

- Movement from ànger and hostility against the system as the only commonality

to shared goals and aspirations such as returning to school.

- their pnde at their ability to reciprocally contribute to each other and to the

house's resources;

- Members' vocalizing a more positive and less blaming attitude towards women.

D) TERMINIATION ST.{GE

The termination stege of the group process was planned for and integrated into the

group consciousness from the beginning. Members \¡r'ere awàre of the end date for the

grouP and were also asked to participate in the collaborative planning of how we would

celebrate our ending. Toseland and Rivas (1984) note the need to plan for the future and to

make referrals at this final stage of group process. Anxiety was minimal in this case, as the

connections to the needed counseling and treatrnent had ilready been made. The women

knew that they would condnue to see each other at the community house for parentìng

classes and alcohol and drug counseling. This ongoing plan for services in a fzmilíar setting

with people who they ùready knew eased the final transition of the group.
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Toseland and Rivas (1984) identifr that z common ending for groups is getting

together for dinner. They state that many of the asks of ending a group can be

accomplished at this time. This group decided to attend an A,A. dinner and dance as the

ending celebration. To begin the evening I arvarded each woman with a framed certificate

of completion. They all expressed pride at having completed the group, and the woman

whose home we met in immediately hung hers in the living room. Spirits were high, and the

women spoke of amazement of having'made it' and the changes in their perceptions since

the beginning of the group. Later, the dinner provided further time to discuss feelings

about the group ending and to congratulate each other on the changes they saw in each

other over the previous eight weeks. Some of the v/omen made plans for ongoing contact

with each other.

7) Evaluation of the Practicum

The ongrnal objective was to conceptualize, create and facilitate a psycho-

educational group with this population. My assumption was that with support and

consciousness raising in the area of addictions, the women would be able to self-identi$r

their struggles with substances and create plans to resolve them. The following review

reflects my evaluation of the level of accomplishment of the objectives as listed and a short

ratronale for each conclusion.

") To reuiew the runent üterature relating lo wonten and addictions.

This objective was fulfilled and that I now have a broader knowledge base of the

Iiterature in the area of women and addictrons. The information gathered through the

genograms that the \¡/omen drew confirmed much of the literature on the multigenerational

transmission of substance abuse @epko, 1985: Bowen,7972: Stanton, 1982; Steinglass,

1987). That shame and low self esteem exacerbated women's struggles with addictions was

clear from the literature (Bepko & Krestan; 1985; Finkelstein, 1996; Schaef, 1992) and also

reflected in the group experience.
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b) To identrt gender rpecifc needs and issaes in substance abuse treatmenl.

As a group we did identifir gender specific needs and issues in substance abuse

treatrnent. The literature review indicates many of the issues, and the ABTI helped to

identifr those that were relevant to this group in this community.

.) To learn hoa to motiuaTe and suþþort uzmen in a change efox..

The objective to learn how to motivate and support women in a change effort was

achieved. The women expressed their growth and ìearning in many ways. They gained

strength in the recognition of their common concerns and mutual difficulties. They began

about half way through the group to aspire to pursue educadon, work, and stability in their

relationships. They achieved a new perspective on substance abuse and were willing to admit

their addictions and accept help. This was fundamentally different than our starting poinq

when the only goal they expressed was getting the authorides out of their lives.

I found that to keep the group modvated, I needed to be flexible and attendve to

the needs of these women, which entailed letting go of what and how I thought they

needed to learn. For instance, I had intended to þresent material on issues such as the

progression of addictions, violence in relationships, and family roles. When I began to

'lecture' or 'present' information, or worse yet try to show a film, I noticed a marked

impatience with, and a lack of attention to, the information. I suspect that general

information was too disconnected from their reality for them to be able to absorb it.

However, if I provided the space and time to create collages on v/omen and addictions, the

art expressed a level of understanding and av/areness of addictions and relationships that

surprised me. Then I could let each woman describe the picture, and the others would be

engrossed in this real life story that they were so closely related to. One woman cut and

pasted eyes all over the top of her collage. She then explarned that the eyes were MCf, with

no hands to help, or ears to listen, but only eyes to spy on her. Clearly, these women \r/ere

more motivated when the material was relevant and experiential.

d) To leam hop to idmnrt and remoue baniers to women seekin¿¡ treatnenÍ in the community of Prince

Ceorge, British Colunl:ia;

The group structure itself removed many of the barriers identified in the literature

and on the ,{BTI (see Appendix VIfÐ. The group process and the women's efforts
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addressed barriers in the category of personal beliefs, feelings and thoughts: shame, trusg

denial, and not believing in their ability to change.

,A.s the group work progressed, barriers were identified and the ability to remove a

barrier was also experienced as the group process unfolded. The responsiveness of the

multi-service team removed several common systems barrier by providing multiple services

to the mom and the children under one roof. Without this response, the referals would

have necessitated several appointrnents a week for parenting drug and alcohol and

counseling for identified issues. Aiso, without the response, the women would have

increased struggles with childcare and transportation, complicated by the finding of and

farnilianzine with new agencies and offices. Mary group mornings, none of the members

had bus fare, and therefore would not have been able to attend without the transportation

provided. Further, the lack of telephones would impair their ability to cancel the

appointrnents, and this could be misinterpreted as non-compliance or a lack of

commitment.

e) To gaìn skill working collaboratiueþ pith ponen and the Cbild lT/efare rJtten aith an ain of

intþrouing the relationshþ betaeen thent;

M-y interacdons in this undertaking provided opportunities to improve skills in

facilitating collaboration between these empowered participants and the Child Welfare

system. The women were unable to distinguish the particular roles of the service providers

in their lives: the fìnancial aid workers, Child Protection workers, counselors, homemakers

and child care workers. This resulted in role confusion, which created conflict and tension.

Their expectation of the Child Protection workers role was suppordve counseling and the

provision of resources, both necessary roles, but not those that the Child Protection

workers have the luxury of fulfilling. The role demanded of MCF Child Protection workers

is restrictive to many socia-lworkers, many of whom have identified a yearning to be able to

work with clients, rather than merely 'policing', 'enforcing' and 'brokering services'.

The final session was a learning experience for all of the professionals present. The

Child Protecdon workers, whom we all thought would have the necessary funds for bus

passes, had been instructed by MCF management that they could no longer provide

transportation funding. Once this was known, it relieved the blaming of indivldual workers

for not providing support: they had no access themselves.
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I hoped that by demonstrating the genuine need of the participants in conjunction

with highlþhting the immensity of the pressure and expectations that were entailed in

stopping the substance misuse, we could garn both respect and support for their need.

Individual workers reacted differently. One responded defensively to her client's description

of the aid that was needed but not previously received. Most of the workers empathized

with the enormity of change had been tabled þt these uzrueut, in itself a major achievement

for the participants. Regardless of the system's inability to resolve these resource issues at

this meeting, the women \¡/ere empowered by the group process and felt that they had been

able to state their cases and to be heard.

fl To gain exþerience in eualaating the oatcome of change tfrrtt;

As previously stated, the second application of the SOCRATES scale did not yield

any significant indications of change. This f,rnding is not believed to be an indicator of the

efficacy of the intervention process but rather is due to the previously cited factors that I

believe skewed the test and limited it's relevance to this specific population.

At the last scheduled group session the group participants were provided with an

evaluation questionnaire (.Appendix VIÐ. The participants v¡ere asked to place the finished

form in an envelope and return ìt to Annette Dowling the on site Practicum supervisor. It

was explained to them that this procedure was being used to ensure their anonymity. The

'women were encouraged to answer honestly so that I could evaluate my practice and make

future efforts more responsive to client needs. The following summarizes the information

that was compiled by Annette Dowling. The ranges of responses available were: uerJ polr,

þoor, auerage, good and exce//ent.

All of the parricipants gave the community house, the childcare and the provided

transportation, excelhnt ratings. The group size was rated as auerage to good, perhaps reflecting

an ongoing anxiety that we would not have enough parucipants to condnue. Responses to

the candles and music ranged from auerage to excel/enl, with a special comment: "Makes you

feel at home".

The quesuon, on the days that the group was held, was given an excellenl rating by all.

One participant noted that the group being Friday and Monday mornings provided support

around the weekends. Eight weeks of group meetings received a rating from poor to excellent,

with four individuals commenting on the need for the group to be longer. The participants
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rated the time for discussion from good to excellent and one stated that "It could have been

longer". The participants gave the check-in process 
^range 

of goodto excelhnt and included

the following statements on the process. "Getting things out and not trapped in", "May

have needed more time to spend at dmes". The indications that the time allotted for group

process was inadequate I viewed as positive zfftrmatron for the group, particularly

considering that initially they were involuntary participants.

All but one of the respondents gave an excellent :ratng to the group being gender

specific. The þoornttng included the comment "Wouldn't mind experiencing men's point

of view". The partìcipants gave the sessions on gender issues good to excellent radnp, with the

following comment "Gender is usually the main problem". The women gave an excellent

rating to the sessions on shame, stigma and family issues.

The participants gave the speakers from the A,t and N,A. community z good to

excellent ratìng. The handouts, the time to be creative and the workshop on relationships

received good to excellenl ratings.

Question 15, regarding the communication with the Ministry workers elicited a

range of responses from poor to excellent, denoting the unclear structure of the question.

Comments such as "I still haven't met my social worker", "Communicadon with others has

been good","At least get an output.. (illegrble) ...our needs and support" indicate that the

statement resulted in different interpretations.

Open ended quesuons revealed that parncipants felt the best paft was "meedng

women", "sharing experiences", support", "have problems similar to other people", "talk

and vent". Parncipants were reluctant to respond to the question on the v¡orst part of the

group experience and described the gfoup as a good, positive experience. The one

exception was a participant expressing concern about how the goup was introduced - she

stated "I felt pushed, asking is so much nicer and you feel like it is your o\¡/n choice".

Comments that reflected an increased understanding about their substance misuse

included "It has definitely opened my mind and made me think", "I didn't think I had a

problem to begin with, but it was good to broaden the issue". The women v,¡ere positive

about the effect they felt the group had on their lives. They noted the support and the

changes in thinking about whether substance misuse was an issue in their life. One stated "It
had an excellent effect. I think more women should have went through this". The

participants' comments indicated that the group had a profound effect on some of the
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changes in their life. For example, "It made me feel like getring ahezd in life, with getting a

career and more self esteem has come about because of this group", "helped me with short

and long term goals", "There were feelings in there, Knowing that they rea)ly care".

The responses were positive about the supporg bonding and friendship built during

the group. One woman acknowledged the growth of this relationship, stating "Not at first.

A trust had to be found. Now I am sad to say goodbye but we exchanged phone numbers".

The women gave an excellent rating regarding their opporninity to be heard

commendng "someone is actually listening to me!" "I don't always like to talk in front of a

group, she'd always frnd time to listen". Experience with me as the group facilitator and

whether I listened to them was rated excellent by all with special comments: "Very

supporlive", "She always made tjme and more time for me", "She was caring and interested

in what you had to say, whereas the other workers didn't caÍe". They rated my ability to

understand them as good to excellent, commendng "My fzciliøtor understood, or tried to

understand and took the time to understand", "The bond was there be¡¡¡een v/omen to

understand women". The open ended question relating to my knowledge on the subiect of

addictions garnered: "Knowing it takes one to know one", "Knowing she's been there,

done that and won't go there agzjn. What I want." "She was very helpful towards my goals".

The ambþity of the question on what facilitator could have done differently to be more

helpful resulted in an excellent rattng by trvo participants and no rating by the others.

Comments were also vague, including "lJnsure but this group is just getting off the ground",

"LJnsure" and "Very helpful".

All participants concluded the questionnaire by submiting an overall rating of

excellent both for the group and for the facilitator. This excellent raung from a participant

population with a historically negative relationship to any MCF related resource is gratifuing

for the facilitator. However, this rating may also reflect the absence of any available

supportive resources for substance misusing women at this critical early stage in the process

of change.
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a)

8) Conclusions of the Practicum

Facilitatìng this group experience resulted in the evolution of the follovring

conclusions.

Women who misuse substances are often labeled resistant but they can be engaged in a

change process by social workers with a genuine respect and admiration for them.

Initially, this can be difficult and uxing work. It is resource intensive in the beginning

but it is a preventa¡ve and proactìve practrce that supports v¡omen and protects

children, thereby negating the need for high cost foster care. Seeing the children twice a

week relieved concerns for their safety significantly.

I derived deep satisfaction observing the monumental changes that the v/omen made.

The growth of personal aspirations, to improve their quality of life, which evolved

through the recognitron of their choices and options, was inspiring energizing and

rewarding.

Communication between Child Protection workers and alcohol and drug workers is

sporadic and inefficient. Reciprocal sharing of information that would be in the best

interest of the children and family does not yet occur consistently due in paft, to

historical tensions and work overload. Thus, the macrosystem mirrors the family system

and suffers from rigid boundaries that do not encourage or allow necessary input.

The relationships between Child Protection and AOD workers are inhibited by gaps in

the knowledge oF each other's roles and mandates, resulting in misunderstandings and

interactions that are not functional.

The crisis that is created by the intervention provides an optimal condition for change

but these v/omen lack the resources necessary to support change efforts.

Referrals to services at the early stage of substance misuse identification are fragmented

and difficult to access, particularly gender specific services. Women who are ùready

impoverished and laclung supportive resources are expected to mânage mulnple

appointrnents for themselves, their spouses and their children.

This population requires a high degree of contact, including outreach services, to

support early recovery and assure the well being of the children. It is inadequate and

b)

.)

d)

Ð

s)
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perhaps unethical for social workers to identifr and confront women with addictions

without foÌlov¡ up to ensure that the stress of the investigation has not exacerb¿ted the

addiction and created an even more dangerous situadon.

h) Isolation is a common and serious problem in this population, often intensified by poor

relationships with the authorities. When addicted women bond in a supportive group

environment, the isolation is lessened. They gain power through supporting each other.

They benefit from their similarity of farnily history and relational experiences, which

helps to normalize their maladapuve responses to the disruptions in their lives. This

allov¡s the focus to move from individual pathology to the poor fìt between women and

their environment. The outcome of viewing the problem in this manner is a decrease in

the shame and sngma attached to women with addictions; promoting the consequent

diminishing of rationalizadons and denialwhich allows problem identification to begin.

9) Personal Learning

This process taught me what the researchers were speaking about when they

recommended that intervendons needed to be grounded in women's expenence

(Finkelstein, Kenned¡ Thomas & Kearns, 1998). It meant that they needed to be grounded

in the experience of these women in this community with these relationships with service

providers. This fit well with the social work value of uniqueness. Although addicted women

share many commonalties with which I thought I was familiar, the environmental and

cultural context of this group of primarily First Nations women, in this northern

community, dealing with this system of Child !y'elfare that has evolved in this region, made

them distinct.

The hrgh percentage of First Nations'women in the MCF referral group speaks to

the need for culturally competent service delivery. There is a need for empowerment

strateges and processes to be used with these women who are oppressed in many ways.

Connecting with one's heritage can be very empowering but was beyond the scope of this

proiect.
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The psycho-educational component was reciprocal. The women taught me what

they needed at this point in their lives and my role was to search for information, solutions

and options within the environment. My role clarified over tìe course of the group and

my efforts were increasingly targeted at the 'goodness of fit' between the group members

and their environments, with a goù of improving the interactions rather than 'fixing the

'women or'fixing' the system. While the participants had no formal notion of ecologrcal

concepts, these women helped to teach me to think ecologrcally! As I tried to shape their

knowledge base, they shaped mine. As I tried to dealwith their resistance, they forced me

to look 
^t 

my own and at the Child Welfare System's. I began to understand the

transactional nature of resistance. My own resistance manifested in clinging to the nodon

that I knew best the solutions for their problems, which of course caused them to resist

the imposition. The Child Welfare system had often labeled substance-abusing moms as

resistant to looking at their problems, yet as a system \¡¡e were resistant to naming the

problem. This caused a lack of clanty in the interacdons and resulted in vague 'demands

for work' from the Child Protection workers, and misguided, ineffective responses from

the women.

10) Recommendations for Social Work Practice

This profect indicates the need for integrated case mânagement practice with

regular case conferences to coordinate and sequence the service needs of this population.

Then, the woman, the social worker, other helpers, significant others and the family can all

begin to define their own roles and take individual responsibility for their portion of the

treatrrlent dynamic. This would alleviate t}re pressure on Child Welfare workers to make

important decisions about the safety of the children on their own. Change efforts would

then be targeted at all levels: the environment, the institutrons, the family, the individual

women and the maladaptive transactions between each layer. A process that includes service

providers sharing power and responsibility with women struggling with addictions helps to

ensure that the women are invested in the change and have a sense of control in the

process.
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If the Child Protection worker only asks for information from the AOD worker,

without defining the concerns that led to their requesg it is easy to understand how the

AOD worker would be reluctant to breach the confidential relationship with the client.

Without the history that the Child Protection worker has, the AOD worker is reduced to

trSnng to function without adequate information to generate a comprehensive assessment.

Clearly, there exists an opportunity to improve on the level of the integration of services.

Social workers need to understand the dynamics of a non-voluntary change process,

and provide adequate support at this crucial time. The crises that are common at this stage

in recovery add additional stress to both the family and the Child Welfare system, and can

result in continued dysfunctiond, adaptations if the environment does not provide the

'nutrients' that are necessary for the growth sought. Social workers need to understand that

a lack of resources, in par! explains the inability of these women to comply with workers

demands for change, and advocate for concrete supports within the agency.

A high level of contact throughout the process is a necessary component, both to

build the relationships necessary for the social worker to become an agent of change, and to

assess the safety of the children. When hþh caseloads do not allow the necessary tìme, it is

essential that working relationships be developed with AOD workers to aid in the process.

Social workers need to respect the power of addictions. To do thag they need to

understand the meaning that u/omen ascribe to their relationship with the substance. The

women in Akin and Gregoire's study described addictions as an "omnipotent, omnipresent

force. Their relationship with drugs was the most powerful relationship th.y had

experienced" (p.39ó). Social workers need to take time to develop a relationship with

addicted women and /isten to the stories of their lives. Then, we need to respect the

enormity of the changes we are asking from women, and work diligently to find or crezte

resources to support their efforts.

, For many reasons, this is a difficult populauon to engage and service. The basic

explanation is that these women are not consciously seeking or desiring change. It is being

demanded, with a hþh cost for noncompliance. Therefore, the desire to change has to be

inspired by communicating hope, respect, admiration and a belief in the ability of women

to change. This talçes time. Basic social work processes such as intake are excessively time-

consuming with involuntary clients. It is unlikely that other service providers would 'chase'
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the women for as long as I did to engage them in the process. However, it appears that the

efforts were worthwhile, in light of the fact that the six women who started the group were

committed throughout the process, and identified positive changes in the final evaluation.

11) Recommendations for Child Welfare Policy

Realistically, MCF has not granted the Child Protectjon workers the dme, or the role

freedom, to be able to do this important work. Child Welfare agencies would benefit from

lowering the case loads to allow workers the time to engage these women in change.

However, many people have recommended this many dmes, to no avail. Therefore, t'lre

Child Welfare system would benefit from the creadon of desþated outreach positions to

engage, track, support and work collaboratively with this population in identi$ring treatrnent

needs.

Other than the small budget of the Community Development Worker, there does

not seem to be MCF funds readily available to support the concrete needs of transportatìon

and childcare. lVhile funds may exisg to attempt to access them requires debilitating and

discouraging amounts of paper work for Child Protection workers and a lengthy wait for

the requests to filter up through the system. This is ludicrously little expense in comparison

to the cost of foster or institutronal care for the thirteen children who were also involved in

the process.

Both Chilct Welfare agencies and families affected by substance misuse are highly

stressed systems to begin with, often with a dearth of resources or supports to handle the

crisis of the investigation. While it is necessary to utilize what is avulable to ease the

immediate distress, parnal soludons can never be regarded as an adequate response to the

demonstrated need that exists in both systems. Contrnued social actron efforts must be

undertaken to ìobby for increased funding for MCF and to ensure equitable health care

options for women.

Child Welfare agencies must understand that a referral alone is not adequate to

address the enormous adaptatron that is required by the woman and her fanily. lrnmediate

and intensive efforts are needed to prevent the distancing and deceit that often occurs as a

result oi the investigation. Support needs to be ongoing, and to remain in place for an
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extended period of time. The success at the community house indicates that programs need

to be delivered in the communities where women live, in non-institutional, non-stigmatised

settings that arc farrrlliar and comfortable to the population served. Tracking the attendance

aE and goodness-of-fit of, treatrnent efforts is essential.
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APPENDIX I

(Poster for the Community Home)

gHhlTGqS & gHOIgqS

AAT 8 TT/E,EK MUTUALAID GROUP PROCE.çJ FOR

w0Mqî[

EXPLORING THE TIES THAT BIND US:

addictioRs; relatio4ships; erQotions; identity; gender;

self'esteenl

If this sounds interesting to you...

Complete the following and I'll get in touch with vou soon! Thanks!
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APPENDIX II
(Intake form)

gHhNGqs & gH0lg!ñs...

relatlopsþlps ldeRf,lty gelder addlctto4s self esteerq
enotloes

My first name is

I am interested in the group and you can reach me at

The best time for me to attend on Tuesday is

I need childcare for
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APPENDIX III
(Consent form)

CI{ÂNGES AND CHOICES!

RELEASE OF INFORMATION AGREEMENT

understand that the group process I am
agreeing to participate in is confidential within the limits of the (changing) law. I
understand these exceptions:

1. If the group facilitator, Adele Kupp, has reason to believe that a child is being
physically or sexually abused or in danger of being abused, she has a legal and ethical
mandate to report this concern to the Ministry of Children and Families, (MCF). I
understand that Adele Kupp will first consult with me, and that I will be given the
choice of reporting the concern myself

2. If the group facilitator has a reason to believe that I might injure myself or someone
else, or that other persons are at risk for some other reasons, she has the legal and
ethical right to intervene, even if this means breaking confidentiality.

3. It may be necessary for Adele, the group facilitator, to speak to other professionals
involved in aspects of my physical and emotional health. Wherever possible, this will
be done with my understanding the intent of such contact, and this sharing of
information will be on a 'need to know' basis. I understand that I have the right to
know what went on in these discussions.

4. My group facilitator, Adele Kupp, has explained to me that this group is being
conducted as the Practicum component of her Masters of Social Work Program. As
such, she will need to consult witll and be supervised by:

Eveline Millikin, Professor of Social Worh University of Manitoba.
Kathryn Levine, Professor of Social Work, University of Manitoba.
Annette Dowling, Supervisor Multidisciplinary Team, Prince George MCF.
5. I understand that at times, Adele may request to video tape her work in the group, and

that I have the right to choose to participate in this process. I understand that only the
3 supervisors of her educational process, Eveline Millikin, Kathryn Levine and Annette
Dowling will ever view the tapes and that the tapes will be destroyed after the
supervisory team views them.
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gHhNGqS

gHOIggs

GROUP MODULES

APPENDIX TV

(Programme outline)

BREAKING FREE OF THE TIES THAT BIND
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PROGRAM OUTLINE

WEEK # 1

Session I Introduction and orientation to participants and group process

Session 2 Addictions as a disease (presentation, exercise and discussion)

WEEK #2

Session 3 The Addictive Process, (presentation, exercise and discussion)

Session 4 The Family and The Addictive Process (film and discussion)

WEEK #3

Session 5 The Addictive Process and Being Female. Part I - gender issues

Session 6 Integrate with Personal Action Plan (discussion, workshop)

WEEK #4

Session 7 Part 2 - unique needs (discussion, exercise and journating)

Session I Integrate with Personal Action Ptan (discussion, workshop)

WEEK #5

Session 9 Part 3 - Family Roles - real & imagined (presentation & discussion)

Session l0 Integrate with personal Action Plan (discussion, workshop)

WEEK #6

Session 1l Part 4 - Money, Work - resource manâgement (presentation, discuss)

Session 12 fntegrate with Personal Action PIan (discussion, workshop)

WEEK #7

Session 13 Part 5 - Violente, Abuse - resources, solutions (presentation, discuss)

Session 14 Integrate with Personal Action Plans (discussion, workshop)

wtEK #8

Session 15 The Recovery Process - key elements (presentation, exercise)

Session 16 Review Personal Action Plans (group aflirmation)

1ry8ÐK #9

Session 17 Course Graduation Ceremony
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APPENDIX V

(letter to the Ministry)

Adele K,rpp
#105 3307'W'estuood Drirse, Prince George BC, V2N 154

pbone 564 - 3901 - e mail otbøsþllow@msn.com

March 5, 1998

Kim Chartrand,
Ministry of Children and Families
Westq¡ood Drive
Prince George, BC
v2ì{ 1S3

Re: AOD (Alcoholand Other D-g) !üomen's Group, Beech Crescent Community
Home

Dear Kim,
Further to our recent discussions this letter will serve to provide an outline of the eþht
week, AOD rü/omen's Group that I will be facilitadrng at the Beech Crescent Community
Home.
Participants in this group will be limited to a maximum of 10. As discussed, I would ask that
your front line case managers review their portfolios and identify potentia-l group
participants based on the provided selection criteria and their evaluadons of appropriate
clients and their relevant case histones.

Selection Criteria:
l.Clients where alcohol or drugs (AOD) have been abused by the \¡/oman and have
impacted adversely on family functioning causing the family to become a concern of the
'Ministry'.
2. Some previous efforts may have been made at achieving sobriety, or complying with the
social worker's plan of acdon, but concerns as to the children's well being remarned.
3. Socioeconomic, systemic and personal (i.e. denial) barriers exist that create

difficuþ in accessing treatrrient. ( E.g. transportation, waiting lists, childcare,
denial of problem, non-supportiv€ partner, etc. ).

I will not be attempting to duplicate existrng services but rather to provide extra support to
the women dunng this difficult change process and to provide extra information to the
protection workers through the Personal Action Plans that each participant will develop for
themselves during this process. There will be an expectauon of group members to utilize
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other community supports such as Alcohol and Drug Services and 12 Step programs, and as

a put of the process we will collaboratively tack their participation in these areas.
The primary goal for the group process will be to empov/er and motivate the participants to
add¡ess thei¡ AOD issues through the development of a Personal Action Plan based on
their course parricipation and a self-assessment of their individual needs and the community
resources thzt are available to them. This Personal Action Plan is then to be presented to
the participant's caseworker for review and approval.
I will conduct an initial interview of selected candidates at which time I will conduct a pre-
tes! using the Stages of Change Readiness and Treatrnent Eagerness Scale (SOCRATES).
This test determines which stage in the change process an alcohol abuser is in, on the
condnuum deFrned b)' Prochaska and DiClemente, fmm þrv-contemþlntion, contenrplation,
d¿termination, action or maintenance. The same instrument will be applied at the end of the
group process to evaluate any movement towards the action phase. A further scale, the
Allen Barriers to Treatrnent Instrumen! will be applied at the inception of the group to
define the barriers that exist for these women in this community and to help plan to
overcome these.
Recognizing the importance of the sequencing of treatrnent in multi-problem families, it is
hoped that this process will provide you with information that will assist in determining the
priority in which identrhed problems can best be addressed. A goal of this psycho-
educatjona.l process is to help to ensure that the client is invested in any change efforts
undertaken, due to the collaboradve process of problem identification.
It will be assumed and encouraged that abstinence will be maintained during the group;

based on the belief that no work on any issues can be accomplished until sobriety is
achieved. The group parucipants will collectively define group rules and establish what the
consequence of 'using' will be. Childcare will be available if needed.
If I may respond to any questions or concerns please give me a call.
My sincere thanks for making this proiect possible.

Yours Truly,

Adele Krpp, BSfø, MSW Candidate

cc. Annette Dowling Practicum supervisor
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APPENDIX VI

personal,A.ction Plans)

lVIy Perso{al hctio4 PIaR

Íhis co4tract is rqy corenitqent to qyself.

It reflects ny willi4g4ess to þo4eslly worh at developi4g
n¡y tale{ts and abilities.

I will apply an ope4 rninded approach to lear4iqg a{d
developi4g 4ew life shills wþich will serye 14ø better a4d

enpower rqe to achieve rQI personal life goals.
hs I wortrr this plaq, I will be lear4ir¡g to grow a[d

participate i4 a drug a[d cþen¡ical free eqviro4rnelt.
$or this process to wortrr, I r4ust have clear and acþievable

goals with sin¡ple worhable steps aed tirr¡e frarqes that
r4atrre it possible for n¡e to reacþ these goals, o4e day at a

tirye.

. Ðate:Signature;
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lVIy Persoqal frction PIaR

Work Book

Guidelines: This WorkBook is designed to help you achieve the life goals that you set for
yourself in your PersonalAction plan.

gHqNGgS & gHOIgqS

This WorkBook belongs to:
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Life Goals

I ) Goals For Personal Development

Emotional

Develop a list

For examÞle:

o Express anger in a new way.
r Develop another less harmful word or expression to replace your 'favorite swear word.
. l'lave a good cry.
o ldentify a good thing about yourself each time you find yourself thinking that badly about

yourself.
o Do something that is sure to give you a belly laugh.

Notes:
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Physical

Develop a 'to do'list of personal:
I habíts,
I hobbies
I other activities

that you would like to do or used to do, that you havenl done lately.

For examole:

Moming walks / see a dentist / go to the gym/ play ballwith the kids

concems habits hobbies other activities

Make another list describing the first step needed for each item {fmf you have identified to
happen.
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Spiritual

Find at least one new thing each day to be grateful for
and thank your inner or higher power for it

There are endless examples. Discover the ones that work for you.

not being alone / being warm /
having choices / a snowflake / being....

Mv First Gratitude List
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2) SuppoÉ Network

name number date called comments
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3) Family and Friends

The people who I can count on for support are:

tvpe of support

The people whose trust I have lost and would like to regain are:

oerson what I need to do when

notes:
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Slíppery Places (people and thinss)

People that I need to avoid - to stay and grow, sober and straight

oerson reason

Places that I need to avoid

Place reason

Things that I need to avoid (or avoid doing)

. thinq reason
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4) lntimate relationships
What that means to me

Characteristics of an intimate relationship

Personality traits that I admire in the other person

Characteristics that I look for in the other person

Characteristics that I don't want or like in the other person
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5) Educational Development
a) List the five things that you have always wished you knew more about (space, biology,

computers, counseling, etc.)

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

b) List the papers, permits, diplomas, and licenses that you would most like to have.
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6) Goals for my working career

a) Cetting started: what kinds of jobs can I work at
as soon as my 90 days are comPleted.

1)

2)

b) The perfect job: My first three choices

Notes:

What do I have to do to oet there?
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Ghoosing a Fellowship
Most of us have a drug of choice (alcohol, marijuana, cocaine, etc.) that we use more

than any other. Fortunately, the same twelve steps are used in all twelve-step programmes.
That's þecause theywork! lf you have ever used more than one drug, then don't be shy about
using more than one fellowship!

As a guideline, look hardest at the Fellowship that matches your drug of choice.
Ultimately, after all the advice has been given, it's your choice. Only vou will know what will work
best for you.

Thinqs To Look For:

1 ) Number of meetings per week, per day

2) Number of groups

3) Size of membership

4) Length of sobriety (clean time) of the membership

5) Availability of potential sponsors
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Choosing a Group

Thinos To Look For:

1) number of meetings per day, per week

2) Location (walking distance, near a bus route)

3) Size of the group (number of members)

4) Length of sobriety of the membership

5) Availability of potential sponsors

6) TolÞrance to other addictions
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Choosing a Sponsor

Thinqs To Look For:

1) Length of sobriety

2) Quality of sobriety

3) Programme knowledge

4) Availability

5) Finatly, does she have the kind of programme that you would like to have?

Yes- No-.

Note: MosL Feltowehips have lists of members who will be temporary sponsors, who will act as
guides and provide assistance until you have had a chance to get settled.
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APPENDIX VII
lEvaluation Ouestionnaire)

gha{ges aed ghoices
questioqr¡aire

How'd we do?

Thank you.

This questionnaire is intended to help me identify what worked best for you in
the group, as well as things that were not helpful for you. Sharing your insight on
the group process will allow me to improve future groups, as well as assisting me
with the final analysis of my academic endeavors.
This questionnaire is confidential and you do not need to identify yourself by
signing it. Your thoughts and learning are of great value to this process and I

thank you for sharing them.
To ensure your confidentiality, please put your completed questionnaire in tbe
envelope provided and seal it. Then give the envelope to Annette Dowling who
will comptle the information in a format that will ensure your privacy and
confidentiality is maintained. She will then return the compiled information to
me. Again my heart felt thanks for making Cìatges & C[olces possible.

Adele

...thg
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Guidelines: Please circle the number that is closest to your feelings about the
following questions or statements-

With I being very poor, 2 poor, 3 average, 4 good and 5 excellent.

Circle the number that is closest to how you judge each item.

Please feel free to comment after each item to explain your answer.

The Beech Crescent community house as a setting.

12345

Monday and Friday Mornings as group time.

12345

The day care provided.

12345

The transportation provided.

12345

The group being women only.

12345
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8 weeks of group meetings

.1 2345

The size of the group.

12345

The sessions on gender issues.

12345

The sessions on shame and stigma.

12345

The speakers from the AA and NA community.

12345

The sessions on family issues.

12345

The handouts that were given.

12345
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The time for discussion.

12345

The workshop on relationships by Alcohol and Drug worker.

12345

The communication with the Ministry workers.

12345

The check-in process.

12345

The music.

12345

The candles.

12345

The time to be creative - ie collages and poetry.

12345
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What was the best part of the group experience?

What was the worst part of the group experience?

How do you feel about substance abuse now? Any difÍerently?

Do you feel that you could turn to the other women in the group for help?
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What general effect, if any, has this group had on your life?

What are some changes in your life that you feel the group had a part in?

What was your experience with the group facilitator ( Adele )?

Did the facilitator listen to you?

12345

Did thefacilitator give you an opportunity to be heard?

12345
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Did you feel that the facilitator understood what you had to say?

12 3 4 5

Did you think that the facilitator knew a lot about the subject of Addictions?

12345

what could the facilitator have done differently to be more herpful?

12345

overall, how would you rate your experience with the facilitator?

12 3 4 5

The overall rating that you would give this group.

12 3 4 5
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APPENDIX VIII

(ABTI Measurement)

. ÀLLEN BÀRRIERS TO.TREÀTME¡¡:T INSTRIJI.ÍENT

r,Lsted below are reagons tsÌ¡at gometimee keep people from getsting heIp.
Based. oD. what you are experiencing, hawe experienced, or hawC heari
abouts, lrow mucÌ¡ does eacÌ¡ of .the followingi Èreatoent proqra:c
characterl-stics keep you from geÈting treatment for afco¡of o¡ ocfr"=
drug proble¡ns?

CIRCIJE one nu¡be= for each state¡te¡rt..

Thie. Keepa l{e. FroE' GeÈtsing
A . ån Àwerage À

IJoC åÌnourlÈ Lít.t,l€

Help. -.
Not Àt

À11

1

1

l_

1

1

1

1

1.

1

1. NoE knowíng tbe locatsio:r
of, ÈreaEne:rE progra.ûs. 4

2. Having to wait, for an opéa,ing
becauee t,he.progra¡n le fu1l. 4

3. The behavlor of treabment.
program ctaff toward paiiente. 4

4- Poesibly haùing to Èal-k oi *y
. proble.m with a male couneelor. 4

5. The far d.ietsar¡ce of t,reat¡re¡t,
¡irograros .from my home. 4

6. No ar¡a.ilal¡J-e tra¡rsportaEioa
to tshe ÈreaÈ¡ne:¡.È prograri 4

7.' Poesibly bawing to talk in a
g'roul) r¡bere me¡l a=e presene 4

8. TreatÛtene programs t'h8t, hav€
. me¡x as weJ.l as womeÌ! paeient,B 4
'9. No Ìrelp from treaÈmeD,t progra¡¡s-,for etaying âlcohol-free a¡.d,/or

drug- free af,terr.¡ards

10. No conf idence in treatrr¡€nt
- prog'rame teaching rre wha! I ne.ed

t.o know ael arl alcol¡ol-ic or
drug-a-busing woman

I^¡hag_oEher t,hj-ng8 aSout treaLme¡f,t programe .keep
heLp?

2

2

2

3

2L

you from settind'
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Baeed On .whac _yor¡ are experiencing 9r hlve_ experienced, bow much docs
;;ä;;-trrã- ioifo*ins per-gonqt Þel,-l-efg, .4eelisã_g...or -ÈþótrqÞce, keep you
irã* ããct,ing creabnent-for Gtcohol .or other drug problemg?

CIRCIJE ooe :rr:nl¡er for eactr seabeElents'

Thie Keeps Me From Getsting HeIP..;
À A¡ Âverage À Not Àc
Lot ¡nEr¡¡! LitÈ]e À11

11. I f,eel asha¡red when I ad¡rib
' to hawing thiø Problen. 4

L2. Ia bhe ¡>aec I lrawe beeu unable
. to staY- alcohol-free a¡¡d/or

'drug-free aftser ¿reatlrent. 4

13. I canrrgg PaY for treat¡rent
of tbis Problen. 4

14. I do nots !¡ave bealtb i¡'sura¡rce
for t!¡is Problera. I

15. I d.o not tsrusb doctsors, cliuice ,

. or hosPitale to hell>- 4'

. 16. I do not fee]. thab drinklngr aDd
dnrg.'úse ie a ProåIem f,or me- 4

l_

I

L

1

l-

1

Ll . t do nots J.eÈ b.ealtb Problems
interruPts mY life 4

18. I lrawe religious belief e a'bout
Lt¡is Problern- 4

19. t Ìrave responsibilitie-e at 'ho¡ûe
a motl¡er, wlÉe, or P-artue=. 4

.20. I wag raiged to belleve I sbould
' take care oÊ ¡rqr owû health

1

1

13

probleme.

..-
What other personal
from ge,ÈÈing heIP?

4

beflets, teel-rngs, or

3

thoughÈ.s keeP yor:'
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Baeed on whats you arê experiencing or hawe experieuced, lrow muclr doee
each of Ehe following igeueg keep you from geteí¡¡g Èreat¡nent for alcohol
or other drug Problemg?.

CIRCLE one nrnber for each sEaEemene

Thia Keepe Me From.GettÍag IIeIp...
À An Àverage À NoU Àt
Lot ,, ÀrnounÈ, Lietle ÀIL

2L. No encou-ragernent f ro¡n f araily
and friendé co get' helP for-
t,he problem.' 4 3 2 1

22. Nob being accePtsed bY mY
friende if I am alcotrol-free
aud./or drug-free. 4 " 3 2 L

23. Hawing no ane in mY fa.nriIY or
'conutrrnitY to Eake care of :nY
chÍldren. 4 3

'24. Hawing ¡¡o meeLings or Programs
in my cormnunily to belp rre ebaY' alcoho].-free and./.or drug-free. 4 3 2

25. Ànger.fro¡r iny boyfriend,, busba¡rd,,
or lover for being .alcol¡ol-free'

4- 3" 2 1

1

26.

ãñd/or. drug-fùee.

The- fear Lhat my adnigsion'-1of
this proble¡r coúta be ueed by
eomeo:re Co cake mY ctrildren
a'rray.4321

Not being abJ-e tso get, tirne off
from work. 4 '3 2 L

28.. LÍving. in a coalnunitY wbere
' everyang iE e:<¡rect_ed to PaEtY

rraing alcohol or druge. 4 3 2 1

29. Seing proÈected fróm the bad
. resultss of nqt alcobol and./or
" drug problem by frienda, faroily
. or coworkers '4 3 2 t

30. Needing a)-cohoJ. and,/or drugs Èo
deal wiÈÌr lhe etsreEe of daiJ.y
Iife in rny conrnunity. 4 '1

Wt¡at oE,her iesues keep you froE¡ geE,Èing belp?
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9IRCLE the nu¡nber
in .trbe blank vrhere

3l- . Religion:

that corresponds wich the cgrrecg answer and fiII
lines are þrovided.

ProEeÊtants ... 1

.Catho1ic

rTewigh ;.... 3

Isla¡'rlc 4

Otsher ..... s

No:¡e . ..... 6

32. Do you at,t,end. rellgious services o¡¡ aD average of :

I,eeg tbã¡¡ o:tce a rnonth. ... .

Ortce-a mo¡¡th 2

'fwice a montlr 3

. T!¡ree t,i-u.es a ¡norrtsb 4

. Four ti¡nee a montb, 5

More ofteo tha¡r that, 6

33. Ilawe you-ewer been'detoxed for.
pnd. }.ave you sver

or drug abuse?

a].co!¡o]' or dfug abuee?
had t,reaEnenb fo.r äÌcohoL

copyrighÈ,1992
is forbidden..

by Saren ÀIlen. Uee witsl¡out. writ.ten permission
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APPENDIX IX

(SO CRATTS Measurement)

Perg onal ndntln¡l $ueetlonnalre
(socR.ATES 8¿{)

IÍ{STI{UCTIONS: Please read the follow'Lng nta,temcnte carofully. trch one dc¡crlbes a
wny that you mlght (or mlght not) feel o,fuut Uour drínlcütg. For each ¡tateueut.
clrcle one ai¡mber f¡ou, 1 to 6, to Indlcato borr nucb you sglec or dlragice Fttb tt
ríght nous. Pler¡c cl¡cle o¡o a.ud, only oao nunber for every statenent.

rot
Stongy
Dû¡rcc

¡lo

Dl¡a!t€Ê

?
Undcddcd
æ ltñtrF

ta
I$tæ

Yt,TI
Stto.'ft

^ttcc
l. I really I¡rnnt to urete cbÂnge6 l¡ ¡ny
drintlng.

I 2 s .4 6

2. Sometlmes I \PoBder tf I an r¡
nlcohollc.

I 2 3 4 5

3. If I do¡r't cbaage:p.y d¡{nklng sc}og,
my problerr.s a.re ÉolnÉ to Eet \rorse,

I 2 3 4 5

4; I bavo already started nntlng toüle
chanÉes ln mv d¡tnklng.

I 2 3 4 þ

5. I was drfr¡Llng too iòuch at orrc tl¡oe,
but Iþe n¡nsg¿d to cbange oy
drlnkl¡rP.

I .t

:
4 6

6. Sometlu.ee I woader ú my ddnttng
is hurtrng other pêoplc.

I 2 B 4 5

7. I am a probleu d¡l¡tcr. 1 2 3 4 6

| 8..I'm not Just thtnktng ebout chaaglng
I my drinklng. I'ru elready doing
! somethlnÉ about lt.

1 2 3 4 6

9. I have already cbangled my drLuklng.
and I am looklng for ways to keep from
slipplnø back to my old oattera.

I 2 3 4 þ

IO. I have eerlous probteme wtth
rlrlnklng!.

I o 3 4 5
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11. Souetlme¡ I rPonder lf I am ln
conJrot of nV ¿rtntl¡¡9.

L2. My itrtntlng la caurlng a lot of
hrrm.

Íot
SúonllY
D¡.r¿r

lfo

Orsagæ

2
UndcÉldcú
â" ltßE

Yq

^gE

Ittl
SttÞnßly

^Gtñ

I 2 s 4 5

1 2 3 4 6

13. I am Êctlvely dol-é thluge rrorr to
---r r^.;- ^' -+-ã Jilal¿fnd

I 2 s 4 5

-.-.g

14. I wa¡,t hctp to hecp frorn gol¡gbrct
to tbe drlrldtrg Psobleuo tb'a't I br'd

I 2 .g
4 6

15. I know tbat I h¡ve a drtnlllFg t 2 s 4 6

UlUgts¡g.

lG. Tbere ¡¡e tlues wtren I wonde¡ lf I
-r^r-i- ¿-- 

--.^f-

I 2 3 4 6

17. I Bm an alcohollc. 1 2 s 4 6

IB. f em worklng hard to chEjdgê lby
tlrinkinÉ. . ,

1€). I havc made ro¡sc cl¡a-Bget lu ny
. ald I ìie¡t totno hel¡l to teoP

f¡om go-hg b¡cl to the waY f used to
drtnt.

t 2 s 4 õ

t 2 "8 4 6
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APPENDIX X

Changos and Choices

Evaluation Questionnaire
Responses Expressed as a Percentage

ÉExcellentt

trGoods

3o/o t¡Poort

1o/o 'Very pooC'
Oo/o

Percentage of responses
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